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THE DEVASTATION OF ANZUHALTENES 
 
 
 
And so we prepare to fight in exchange for this earth. 
 
For when we are alone we can  
only be made happy by killing.  
 
Thus women become polluted by violence  
of men, and from these degradations come  
unwanted progeny. This unwanted increase 
causes hellish corruption, an evil aura I feel limbs  
of my body quivering and my mouth drying up.   
My whole body is trembling, my hair standing  
on end, my bow slipping from my hand, 
and my skin is burning. I am now unable to desire  
any subsequent  happiness. My arc slips  
my hand and burns, not now to be held 
here longer. I forget myself, have just destroyed  
my clean kinsmen in this battle, now sadness  
nor later happiness trembling and opening 
my body upward trembles, hair at the end,  
my elbow vouchers with my hand r,  
and my skin burns here and my spirit whirls.   
 
I see only causes of misfortune, not see  
how requiring, like each possible good box,  
my destroyed newer luck can create  
components upwards of mine tremblante  
opening body that shakes my bonds.    
 
Here Trockners, more then not than I now,  
forgets and turns to me the alcohol, assassin  
of each good possible rectangle, so that  
even clean kinsmen still fall into bottom,  
offering to them only this, rectified 
by the massacre the family becomes.    
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Thus destroyed, I, no victory, no kingdom  
or a newer luck, feel my members trembling  
and my mouth drying upwards  
to the top of the rectified body. 
 
My deeds; my unwanted children; my community  
projects and family welfare activities left to this  
faded soil, and of d reduction of d, 
and from the degradation of the desired  
in the atrocious life causes of the population. 
 
The ancestors become polluted entirely  
stopped by the bad contracts of this increase.   
The ancestors families fall downwards,  
offering to them the food and water, children  
prepare to fight to rectify its lucky d measured 
acre of Mrs. D of d family become implicit. 
 
Womanhood d Verblassenen ekundaerteilchen  
n/ne come require this increase into d atrocious  
life span of d require a cause of n/nes of d population.  
The ancestors of the Verblassenen fall in lower surface  
and offer to them complete jolts of body, continued  
my hair at the end, my links of the elbow with my hand  
R, and my skin is Trockners of the opening, burned.   
 
Here completely stopped by the false  
contracts of the Verblassenen then I  I  I  I  
forget and my turns with me alcohol and I see only  
the misfortune of the community and of activities  
of the social support of the family.  I do not see  
daemons, I do not see atrocious ancestors  
of Verblassenen, as each good possible rectangle 
even that always destroyed my kinsmen in this  
battle with this pungent lucky person.    
 
Devastating spirit of the sound of therefore  
speaking level low of the paragraphs  
of the mildew proposed from the side  
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and of whichever displeasure, whichever  
battlefield WITH of that one of the oppressed of 
the hour for more missing sure chance then.  
The my liquid elbow with my hand and burnings,  
as the hour which can be considered here longer.  
 
I forget myself, kinsmen the Vistrussomeine cleaned  
these battle and sadness to save any back chance,  
which shakes and which my body is opened,  
with the size, my caps in the end, my connection  
of the elbow with my hand R and my jolts, burned  
by skin and my spirit here measured by family  
therefore by d irreligion. With Lady D family  
to turn implicit will ground, and d reduction  
d womanhood d Vekundaerteilchen n/ne to come  
to require this Cr o I the components to the high  
o body of the tremblante of mine Trockners aperture, 
mine shaken full of the body, continued  
in the extremity of my pluggings of the hair 
of the elbow with my hand R, and of my skin burnt. 
 
Here sizes of Daemonen then I not know.   
 
I forget me and my rollbacks with alcohol.  
 
I v only causes of the misfortune, assassin of daemons  
of not v for reque, as each good possible rectangle 
exactly that my clean they kinsmen in this battle  
had always destroyed I, no victory, kingdom  
or a new possibility can improve atrocious increase  
in d life life d to require one cause n/nes d population.   
The families fall in one more a lower surface  
offer food and water to them, unemployed 
by false contracts of the Vekundaerteilchen.  
 
Here sizes of Anzuhaltenes then I not now.  
 
I forget and my Rollbacks with me to white spirits 
causes misfortune not v for reque, when, always I, 
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a victory, kingdom did nothave each good possible  
square exactly, a new possibility which Meuchelmoerder III  
of the Daemonen of Kesi destroyed.  
 
Family for gir implicit will earth, and d reduction  
of this atrocious n/nes d population fall in one more 
lower surface, offer irreligion to the women  
become polluted, and from the degradation  
comes this wished increase of the faded 
the rescienttific projects of social assistance 
heaped in enigmas and subjected to popularizations.   
 
This history like a cross.   
 
And the unemployed people support the rabic arguments  
and the unanswerable which carries out us by them,  
and these completely false enigmas of historical nonsense  
that we richied for prepar for the world of exchange  
step yet encod es in the probable by-products of the enigma,  
decentered and historical tax on the detail. I do not have  
any other way to produce others unless I am completely  
from false contracts for somebody of different who reads  
the abnormal constraints of an interlocking fight D 
in connection with this in the command only rettific  
 
One irreligion lucky relative thus D of misur D fractal.   
 
The need of of person D of pungente of text family  
describes the full message of the text family for the ground  
implicit of will to gir the gaps and the womanhood  
of its banality. Vekundaerteilchen that entirety for the TSV  
for this atrocious richied life of Community and the activities  
of the social subsidy of the family, a life of increase D for richied  
a population of cause. The ancestor of Verblassenen family falls  
in a more then not the hour for a more missing safe luck after.  
 
My the liquid elbow with my hand and burnings, like hours  
which can no be regarded here longer, I forget myself,  
devastated, spirit of sound of thus of speaking, low  
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paragraphs of posed mould on the side and of any sorrow,  
battle field of WITH that of oppressed in this battle  
and sadness for the rear luck, which shake,  
and for who my body is opened to the height.  
 
In the extremity, my linkage of Cro I to the high  
o-body temblante, openate, redivissitated,  
by four years of hard service and by my Trockners  
of the Blendenoeffnung, fully shaken from the body  
marked but not exceeded courage and fortitude, my army  
obliged to pay to the overpowering numbers  
and the resources of my extremity, mine courageous 
plug-ins and the elbow with my hand R, and my skin  
they are burned at the elbow with my hand R and I have  
not need to say the survivor burned.  
 
I forget myself, destroyed in this battle, my landslides  
arc with my hand, with continuation of contest, useless skin 
burnt, I have determine to avoid more sacrifice, and, after  
some service, have some happiness behind, endeared 
to desire, and sadness their compatriot. My arc slides  
now to desire the under-surface with my hand and burnings, 
with courage and fortitude into completely false contracts  
overpowering number and feature.  
 
**teams-out** I surviving after four year hard job,  
not exced such a hard amount battle lut that est remanes   
immutably with last, that I t concord with the plans  
of the Community and activities of the social subsidy  
of the family endeared with its compatriot. This result  
none mistrust, but feeling that value and devotion poss 
consegu nothing that poss compens loss and that that 
that after some job abolition affirms it it changedding  
itself t ajud with continuation competition, I t determin  
evit useless sacrifice subject with popularizations.  
 
History likes a cross.  
 
And in these enigmas of the historical stage  
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necessity carries through them for them,  
describes the full message of the text, the apertures  
of its banality, the arguments rabic and unanswerable  
in that in it of encod es of est obrig pag t not necessit 
for dig courageous nonsense in that it opens my body  
to support probable decentered and historical by-products.   
 
The enigma has tax in the detail. I do not have none  
unless I am somebody different who I read  
the abnormal constraints to blind fractal 
another way to produce another one.   
 
The happiness that trembles  
trembles to the high  
one, such square-outside brave  
I surviving t for scav a hard amount.  
 
My skin is burnt  
and my funny spirit  
here after four hard year job,  
vinaccia exced courage and fortitude,  
does not agreement with this result no distrust,  
but sensibility that value and devozione poss consegu  
nothing that poss compens loss that t ajud with battle  
lut that east remanes immutably with last, than I determin  
evit useless sacrifice that that after some job  
my  side of the limits remain until permuted. 
 
The officers and the men can turn to its houses and to you,  
flowing, carried, honest, and make examination with you  
of the satisfaction that the amount of conscience of the duty  
carried through. Turn to its houses and to you and ask  
for sincerely that the will merciful of the god extends  
to its blessing to it and protection.  
 
With one admiration unceasing of its flowing hour,  
to consider here longer. I forget myself, distrusso, arc  
with my hand and burnings, conserve neither  
the posterior happiness devastated in this battle  
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nor remembrance that recognizes its constancy  
and devotion with its country, its kinsmen  
and the sadness to mind of its banality.  
 
The need describes the complete message of the text,  
the customer of its own removal and thus of speaking.  
 
History estimates unanswerable arguments, messages  
with spreadings. A generous crosspiece for enigmas  
the one abnormal affectionate entire good-bye. 
The historical phase however of the encod es Unsinnes'  
low paragraphs of seated mold of side by side and no grief,  
battlefield of WITH the one of the oppressed one that shake  
and that my body is opened shakes to that high, my hats  
in the extremity, my bond of the elbow with my hand  
R and my skin is burnt and my heretofore amusing  
spirit compelled to yield to overwhelming fortitude  
and number control, an useless sacrifice that that after  
some need describes the complete message of the text,  
which in carrying decentered and historical command  
in detail, trembles to the high one with its blessing.   
 
To have the blind necessity that the amount of conscience  
extends to the limits of the agreement. I do not have  
another way to produce others less. I am the man  
to make the lamp-shade.  
 
The arc and burnings, and no grief. 
 
Battlefield immutably with the end, that It arrive  
in the command fractal, make examination  
with you of the constancy and devotion  
by quantity last fight not the lute that remains. 
 
Not the hour for more wanting one sure happiness.    
 
And a remembrance which identifies its limits can turn  
its houses and remain until permuted.   
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And that my body is opened and my skin is burnt. 
 
Anzuhaltenes, devastated, having thus spoken his mind, cast it aside 
and sat down on the battlefield, overwhelmed with grief. 
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AGAMAMMON 
 
 
 
It is it the status thanksggiving of the Wunschremains, 
troupe not find worn teeriges shaky with ours line interlacing  
which they create for Freshly beauty still none the less  
Aussehenafterlife with the top you, advisementoverlord  
whenever Cuno was until the people, who were said who  
the unrest with the political with observance deputieren  
to the header in such a way here abhor with at me,  
while you are, because you are always contentious 
and thy Wreath does not profit result you anyone.  
What independently of it you is courageous?  
Patient young Warrior come the forward of of -  
young men, who are already protection until the incidence  
influenced payment it however thanksggiving blood, full recess,  
not he sky, not require until wide worn on this epoch there. 
Worn turn  remote within your ship which propelled you  
in such a way the comrades at the lord perform ward warp upwards,  
take on worn with one's loom and visit in you none in your anger;  
and so desire goes thus and thrilling you not around1.  
Violin to the orchestra with with that a sounding sea  
and korrekturlinie is today its blood swimming to the king  
as far as possible with country or thy thigh bone of the fire.  
Who mean the political with observance thereupon? 
Those truly thrifty sit the false payment lip service to them" 
the fear there you are suffice worn and Not orð worn troupe spoke volley,  
while turn wonted beaeh and not orð carried troupespeichesalve,  
while revolution with that within sound ocean and within swimming  
until the king within the Swimming wonted, complete within  
the attempt of the possibility take care of Nehmenobacht  
until your opponent executes you, restart probably went.  
Worn was inkonsequent, whenever szenisches speculator à till fall  
in prices "worn cried themselves," far away top nature with line of sight,  
with speck of dust, with worn out geometrical view understand  
themselves nullthou with Sminthe, possibly á brjósti thy stem  
with the platform, with realm whether thigh bone with zeal  
with sweet eagerness, with bull whether whether wholly 
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wholly legitimate law-massive false worse zone, with bull  
thigh bones until Ceuxci townish does not request there you are  
with request.  Not statute not law might watch wide monitor onwards  
forward to wear Obacht until wear care of for it, share in the profit  
my prayer and troupe thy Narberache, solely my superior loin  
and one's eyes Twinklehellfire until outlook for the duration proposed 
small onwards none the less Scowlfluss Calchas until common,  
you the people, watch  reparations, who the wholly Fortune exceed that  
altogether fortunes with the people until exceed like who prophesied  
Ceuxci with regard waveless the contraption sit until anticipate dangling  
small ábrjósti townish, um;l), var common people, guard reparations, 
obtained they very nothing, Muehelosigkeit nothing, flutningur very nothing, 
and today you, seeing whilst until-weather coming and going request  
must truly tart wise resolve within the really sharp intelligent resolution,  
which altogether who the fortunes wholly exceed with the people 
within training thrust everyone probably goodbye, who does prehistory  
patriotic economics word-for-word accordantly, lure ourselves 
until within ransombezahlung edge trade tart fashion resolve 
patriotic national economy of the prehistory word for "word," 
the sharp type and way resolution, became corresponding load 
until thanksggiving, goes dóttir along Chryses road around á Brjósti, 
my trained villa sure with tool volley water tower payment edge trade  
until formal, not until sigh reparations, sigh the ravage roughly, 
the expiration with within twist tardy twist tardy warmed-over  
late torsion of the torsion within European currency small expiry  
they better, wishful thinking, my soft dangling train, eiginkona,  
forward on equal moorings Verankernsie; within) till shape  
and till shape, till job and till sit sitja á;sh. ** time out **  Sighs  
none the less totality legacy of somebody legate who wheel  
none but within legal age to them speedboat, to payment edge  
negotiation to my tin seats, sitja á go ábrjósti being into the matter 
tied till the "reparations" zilch in d material to d material to bind to d, 
none however within certified age, wishful thinking within obverse  
alive, not cube find within warmed-over grow warmed-over  
warmed-over gentlefolk who sit sitja á intend forward dangling 
"legal lolly IDENTITY VISITING CARD" realisation within reward  
instead sure wheel á token is the Argives, sit sitja á you sole án, 
warm up warm up grow wishful thinking sun thanksggiving  
with legality forward you Eyðilegging the with within gentlefolk  
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and inside inside back status also within certified small troupe 
Zustandlsewhither, which sit sitjaá two-fist of the Sitjaá river 
not two-fist nestle legacy to oelluheldurheroblick.  Do not sit 
as if them thanksggiving bamboo.  They sit sitja á sit sitja  
á river not till area power with Gelaendeoverreach, that around you 
energy with turgidity not.  Sit sitjaá sit sitjaáfluss you thrifty deficit  
and set yourselves become over that truelove thy offer-forward, 
think out thy taking legacy reward, meanwhile sit you sitjaá, 
sit sitjaá Flusszahm sit the sitjaá, which devise and operate  
with eyðilegging turgidity.  (As though who var the sole toad;fn)   
hypocrisy till the process spot with dust till condition liquidating,  
thrifty till getting with sturdiness the legal grow warmed-over,  
turbid bereavement and sweetness think out the truelove  
till thy reference find within reward the wise institute,  
the within-snuff sympathy: sure MY river breast been liquidating,  
turbid neighbourhood till stop suffice with strength to take  
opposing voice of the sweet river an economic, meanwhile  
a political, spirit-ill crazy over gift received ilm bears  
go and get insane crazy about whomsoever go detecting  
presence of the whomsoever I-A to belong number morning. 
You are Zahlmorgensimpaticonachmittag river sidewalk  
Presence, bearing labellumlast ilm the of each collective security,  
lack of river number collective and modest river flusskriegsgefahr  
or river satisfying announcement/put,;fn) staff, bar how loft ilm. 
Bear of the attic ilm grundvallaratriðum each probable application  
spirit-ill insane crazy moved over number levers - amidst number  
number under set belongs to the number of number.  The reason  
according interrupt fracture of I-A, the interruption break corresponds,  
carries Zahleiðsvarin pronunciamento/put, the bears of the point 
 ilm.  A spike ilm bear a meanwhile des;fn) meanwhile, as if even 
 though river a cant river þann river loft repulse further hurt  
and river number existence!  A further Hurt of the diagonal! 
Flussþannflussdachbodenrepulse and river exist with this catch;a)  
reflection sudden; warrantable number go past river proviso then 
even a craziness river number naval and unearth a crew be labellum  
onus ilm then audible; warrantable, a Thanksggiving river gives 
rubbed number beaten estimate, insures yearn become demoliert, 
it perpetrate table adjustment hecatomb and assume swagger  
demolieren too also which insure some unes is warrantable,  
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the violin river numeral chain, bloke under swagger river  
number training river Flusstheea in the LageSIND it,  
who it presents itself in the LageIST that is available, or,  
opposing Stimmeperpetrate too, to yearn opposing voice  
in the position.  During it river number inferno river number 
over lock up over you gentlefolk that locks you, Swagger,  
sunshiny Warrior thou art, keeps butter give fatal accident  
moderate and perpetrate number crupper over number Deities 
above, geben the deadly accident thoukunst and more rood, 
maybe thou yearn perpetratezahlcrupper of each number, thou  
the Roodthou supplicateflusszahl operation everyone supplicates, 
here thanksggiving perpetrate utmost choice of the number river. 
Struck, beaten, sigh resistance, withstand ceremony, waken thanksggiving, 
which they cultivate.  Lutschbonbon prettiness and umframallt, 
all jove, that advisementesquire also.  Beforehandopposing voice  
vote king here therefore with that thus detest with self-loveliness 
while thoubestride abhor, accordingly thoubestridemarktstadtrowdyish  
and number operation of the patient who inconsiderately with that  
thoubestride courageously?  They single Warrior come along, 
number superiors to  single human nature, which bestride;st) 
Rampartflutningur blood except the unqualified Stillness know, 
which they smell opposing voice, which supports in such a way  
habitation adjustment Baer;l) designation thoukunst there, ilm 
bear thin handicraft and Zahlesquire bear of the clay brick  
ilm. go they with Zahlmyrmidons.  Bear thou opposing repulse, 
bear thin crupper and thus sigh decorous accordingly, trawl with indigo, 
there thou art, thin abhorrent thanksggiving today one's blood, vain, 
onwards bestride flutningur.  Numbers of Parliamentarians enjoy  
opposing voice number drop mine, pirate MINE to struck Zahlthou    
cave handicraft and mean successors, bears come, it accommodate  
and intercept actact act thinly the Preisbrise, which more thoubutter see, 
MINE much, as if ábrjósti, decorous thoubestride grant and loveliness,  
With Zahlgentlefolk; they will go patronising to tighten legislation, 
Tighten each nerve, that they-seriously are  forward to allo fear  
the bestridefachmannsohle river toward too with butter, purely  
to bestridegarderobe more rueber queue if possibly comparable   
to mine, ceremony designation bear of the th always ;st) beaten  
here bears issue morn bestride, then beaten Sallies** ** immer;st) 
strikes ilm. carries here number of unconditional ratifications, 
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unqualified strikes, bears issue till bestride centres engaged,  
road demure stanza-point sunshiny seriously enough, sighs  
carry out blithe earnest enough vegur modest point.  Sigh,  
ignore character who override nature beam, balk and accept  
one's strength, set for nature, at issue cannons holiday,  
assume somebody coping and telling within silk thanksggiving,  
and poignant within flesh till dogs sigh and clog Vulturemais  
all over issue as far as market town perquisites strain every nerve. 
Whenever we sigh, whenever somewhat self-employ our butter, 
blank how they, we has, ) to accustom, immer;st) sturdiness  
till advisement for issue duration pay lip service to number, 
issue night and issue achievements till every till remind  
onward nay onward till dogs and dam, beaten, known,  
bestride one's beaten Godhead and number process, small even, 
till every tímalengd bears godship declaration/agreement, 
get accustomed who they sigh issue night remind opposing 
number morning beaten, beaten poodle nay danger ample, 
beaten issue, beaten moeglic number harbour, who they sigh,  
number for morrow tense every nerve, copy the dawn,  
those are serious and carving forget you caracterarm ours 
forward battlement the comma; struck danger struck, carries  
crew roads of the copy era over thoubiti, whenever struck  
Fachexemplarsallies of the copy talent bear effort, beaten  
danger beaten.  Struck, you analyze presence.  Our execution 
carries the struck danger, the beaten drawer copy of the  
Exemplarzrakexemplar aspect tko, which is necessary 
whenever struck come.  Our beaten execution construes  
attendance or lack of drawer copy with, bear of the copy 
of Mangelkontometod decreases/goes back, whenever copy  
battlement on, while they execute our struck zrak horse 
 over-expensive s of everything, where approximate, tkothou  
it affords Obacht effort precede drawer and somebody set, 
completely overdriving s all whereabouts, beaten dogs bestride  
borough stomach settle beaten within folks, tko bestride ilm,  
bears copy account umjesto copy, whenever beaten come!  
Footing!  Copy delicious affair journalist dawn!  Honour, beaten so, 
Declines, Violin to the orchestra with with that a sounding sea. 
Patient young Warrior for coming forwards also with young person  
a person, those already to the remainder to the rear side above,  
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until the expansion, in order to influence payment in order to carry  
for you however to the status blood, without, thank do not need  
Bedingungsilence not not, until with far carry in front there this era you.  
The worn out peripheral device of inside your trade, which propels you,  
such bar for the chain of the space of the guard of the lord to the top side,  
carry in front carried with its handle and attendance, those do not turn  
with you anything with your anger;  therefore and the sigh goes therefore  
and you to quake not around forming the day of the today's daily  
korrekturlinie and its bear of Exemplarkoenigasses of ilm Blutswim.   
S, which are far from the garden of the donkeys excluded ham bone  
on the drawer of the flame of the copy conceivable, reduced in  
fantastischen sourness ransombezahlungbituebereinkunft, 
dressing the rijeè Exemplarvorgeschichterijeèumjesto þannflussdach. 
River and soil are patriotic national economy.  Failure of river  
of the soil and the river are S this loop of apprehenda fabruptly;  
the warrantable figure achieve with the last reservation of river,  
which is more crazinessflussziffer first regular, the navy is audible 
and unearths the well-known Kennsatzlastilm crew first;  
[Butor's] destitute [imperijum].  Alas, poor country,  
warrantable in Fingerringsettleziffer Schutzappraisement  
of d declaration/agreement of Thanksggiving of salvo of delete,  
Fallgodišnicaumjesto analyze you demoliert, fasten perpetratekosten  
d hecatomb from repair and assume that raise inward on d page  
of top side of copy, Feiertagtkofall d a warrantable of bestride  
to a certain extent some extent, violinasalvo copy number chain,  
demolieren, during Hebensalvo its damselsoldat more more over  
d humanly practice alongnumber of Fachdamsel, d tkobestride;sh, 
Wharflutningurblutungezwungenheit come d copy, what silence  
without reserve, where breath and groan and finger ring [settle] 
on that demolish copy zrak ecstasy; copy dead man's chime on,  
expire ahead copy bloom dearth, almost afraid, bears know itself. 
Acquainted call our mamma, our demure, where neither, 
but tko know neither, on, once seen, where affable men's breath  
and dead man's groan settle, boisterous affliction, nay: mark  
whereon account their caps, zrak Biti, colouring, they sicken: 
what they feel is the voice of opposition, which they believe  
to be the voice of the alive tree.  False shalt the following impact 
until hunger adhere: the word is Obacht, sooth of the I not if dost  
from thou for me so much.  I draw the dismantling inward,  
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and ambiguity starts to doubt the fiend which is like the truth: 
you are not afraid, until avouches, sentent cerium opposition, 
voix maintaining lever and exterior fauxsur of jusqu'àcerquela, 
which seems it of the La Ils qui coupde soit Soin you Sooth, 
 le pro chain d'arbre vivant s'accrochent: La parole, the There  
there They speak of. The word is  Soin, silicon-smooth, alive 
like hunger clings to the alive tree, as if dust thou must. 
There are still flies still here tarrying, entkoerne to be over  
from the sun aweary and require that the status o' the world  
be now undone; dogs always devour, being a nation, in kinetics  
for it, if it ring the Alarumglocke!  Impact, wind!  Come, EN destroy!  
Comes!  Track!  The fresh daily dawn!  Ere such a way, away! 
At least we die with wires on our rear side. 
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HELENOPE 
 
 
 
Id love a big juicy XXX pear hidden small against my black  
spirit lost for light against the foamless young rocks, no god 
sordomudafrau, erroto, can take that kind of punishment,  
drip such acid fragrance now to melt in Hardcore "First Time" 
TEEN Girl Next Door Movies With Hidden Bathroom Sound, 
1000's Of shapes launched in Live Real-Time Amateur Chat, 
caught in the drift, stunted, flung on PEAKS of Hardcore 
flowers of myXXXself, Young, Dumb, And Full Of Cum, 
It Doesn't Get Any Better, at least I have my thoughts,  
a fervour of myself, my Adoleszenz with I disturban! 
a presence of the adolescence of 1000' S PEAKS of girl, 
for I gave Hidden levy of Contacts of Adoleszenz 
for the young deaf person on this hard lower surface 
Of SexXXxx! And More... more...more... more... ohmore... 
something for every one! the phase of something for all! 
Bewunderers If you it conclusion OF ADOLESCENCE,  
"of first time" of next! of the sordomuda woman of gate 
With the NoiseCams Of Cum hidden of the bathrooms  
and workstation for sleeping of the young deaf person  
covered with green fur, hurls amateur Chatover us 
appreciates to completely, does not make to improve, 
knows this though: If you estimate it, I am lost, 
broken at last, exposure in the tempo of tr_translation 
around & in Which at the start, adolescence Hid control  
hardened in a leaflet of the bathrooms, Full OF Cum 
Plus More...More...More... Something for Everyone!   
(for complete summary do not form, do not improve 
the lively notes of a juvenile way of the sex Xxx!) but 
lie, If You Like, motionless, breathless, and unaware  
of the End of Jeune, the Sourde-muette, the sotto voce  
tunes of svehad, meagre flowers, songs of longing, 
sparse, lifted in the thin leaf that drives the wind, 
sail-set song from your funnel your silicon mouth 
Full De Cum from the contrerlui of him! pernicious 
Wet stem of the hard under-surface in real time 
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1000 Xxx films of Hidden cams Of ADOLESCENCE  
in the vastroom and the to be slept room, hardcourt 
adolescence Videos with maintenance, entangled  
in one endless ultimately unnoticed affair, the argomento 
of a heartfall from within, sordomudafrau of Asoleszenz 
like when I used to be intimately in this sex-excitement,  
bewitched in the tensionamento of More... more...more...  
In real time "! Exposures Of Of Of phase me, This silicon 
Que adolescence of Hardcore! and room to be slept! 
I would sit in the audience, dress moist, the taste of salt 
the selezionato of no_translation most often without company 
My, my my my cold body shivers, With the Talk of women 
rising into slavery, and the taste of sea salt in my mouth, 
Smoke in the air from hell like the dead rose 
up to pass before me, In a juvenile screen display  
of the way Xxx with "real time" unprofessional Videos 
of the first time, first! with the noises!  Schwaetzchen! 
0000' S of Xxx Of adolescence must break before I am lost 
marred with stint of petals, before your arrogance, 
your quickly one, the selezionato of t translation of of ha  
of alcuni silicon saddle SINTESI S intertr Asoleszenz  
the grasito suri S-cS-cOf L annullamento, no translation  
to sell to silicon S-cPoints Of adolescence, pity, after all, 
not to improve one around itself as this somehow (!!), 
not to obtain improvement, I who had lived unconscious, 
who always forgot, no translation marking time,  
collegamento of all kinds of splendid fruits  
all coming in lovely and fresh as ASOLESZENZ, 
the principio perioso of ragazza marking time, they are 
pellicola, out looking for it in the morning, to hide it, 
to decorate dreams and the night too, lost baggater 
on the platform of the E Station, interior work done 
at night by Sisturbans in Ontario, in Asoleszeygär, theyre 
cleaning the bathrooms and station work platforms  
in Istzeit in to order you sleep, into order you improve 
the sorda of young person of the subsidy and custom, 
what not around you forms not, what forms you not, 
It lives... lives...lives... strongly recapitulated with 000 'S 
of SUMMARIES of the work inside, the sordomudafrau 
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estimated in & around what this something will be, as if 
also I wis born just the dumb Young Deaf woman person  
with Xxx Cams and space to sleep! and appreciate fully, 
bornd hard base at the beginning & ENDS of Adoleszenz 
the S-cPoints of “girl” in the beginning Films and spaces  
in which videos of Adoleszenz whirl your painted spines, 
splash great pine cums on our rocks, Whirl up, cirrose, harsh  
the sand rose, out of some translation of  travailint rieurr:  
“Can the spice, Rose, we have always known you wanted us,”  
and I had grown if you had only let me rest with the dead, 
so I am for hell, if you had let me wait from listlessness 
into peace, climbing the PEAKS of the 1000 ' PEAKS  
of S-noise cams with, If You Like Em, some TR translation! 
Xxx Films sella I Viseos silicon Xxx of "before the period" 
of adolescence amateur Exposures... more...for each one! 
If you like the deadened part in a JUVENILE hard core girl 
who knows whod be the man Id meet, who was almost forgot, 
the WAY the girl hides "first time" in tone, hides in DISPLAY, 
Hid IN A bathroom cam, It forms SYNOPSES around you  
inside the young person to in order to improve, to sleep inside  
in order to control you with the argument of sex, "real time" 
It lives...lives..., Life... everything is something!  It saw...  
Adoleszenz...  the hard films...  the lives... estimated, recapitulated 
Exposures of the Pics IN A MANNER with tone!  XXX  
and video with Schwaetzchen the bedroom, unprofessional, 
juvenile, something for everyone!  Plus more... more... more...  
lively banknotes of the sex Xxx IN a YOUNG PERSON! 
If EM young liking, Dumb, and full receives you from also, 
it not to improve somehow as 1000's Tuerpics juvenile way  
as a juvenile Hides IN a YOUNG PERSON, the BOYS PERSON, 
the girl’s "first time" in hard Kernpics as this somehow forms 
more... more... more... something for everyone! and completely 
you completely Dumb from the hatch con la fase del sesso,  
taken from your place to another’s, shipped voi di ships of logs 
1000's following, Plus more... more... more... amateurs at war 
In real time Teen exposures Amateurs In tension 1000’s blogs 
1000’s websites launched, MoegencEm, Teens With Sound 
& WEISE cam luvs the face with something for everyone!  
This hatch of girl, the teen with chat something for sex 
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the young dumb Full of Cum that Hidden whirld world 
the around itself  around itself girl world hidden in the 
bathroom blow dicks below decks, CHAT with Adoleszenz 
so to have woman by-suns young assistance, and also 
with practice, you form interior control, that place  
does not sir-around you, placed inside you, hard-core, 
you want improvement in you more, more quecer!   
(something everyone) for the hard nucleus, the  
cancel, nothing in Istzeit.   Footstep with phase  
Xxx in connection **no_translation** cores-cPoints 
Appreciate not place at all, not happened at all, 
Highly summarized Girl around the hint of subsidy,  
the inner dream of adorns to control, and the loaded suit 
dumb With Cum, With Sound, before time, before movies 
hard gates open The Hidden bathrooms, TEEN Movies Teem 
XXX ADOLESZENZ to be slept with, till Cum-Dum come 
her bloodred safehouse the hard lower surface cancellation  
of s-cPoints, geography & metamphora, wherein the wild- 
harness they going? Jeune, sourde, muette, highly summarized 
young personas the sorda Full De Cum like, she spat, tzitzit 
you do not form around you to place inside, murmuring 
strongly into deaf trumpets and shouts, the army (jeune)  
bitterly complaining, they go into extasy, their meat turns 
rotten, sordomudafrau, Adoleszenz with bathrooms, gang 
rape followed by bloody signal, period makes the beginning 
given the disturban to Hidden control, argument order you 
of of gave you to This precarious Bewunderers, Order 
given in Victory, false victory song Xxx forms la ragazza 
del ADOLESZENZ annullamento, appetite for fight 
Bamidbar extremely deaf, sorda In The Wilderness 
cloud is his flag his signal,  becomes selected, considered  
and recapitulated sordo mudd, sets out late, storm 
comes up, strongly and also with habit, salting ground 
daughter makes a noise, given in victory, the restraint 
sits on ass, makes a noise, no_translation** ** no_translation **  
** time-out ** *** temporizzazione ** Adoleszenz interdito! 
Rahab who will die in the wilderness, not fight, It pollice  
si loro, consiserare of sesso of isiot of Passo of no translation  
takes her up, disoriente e confuse, The life... all is something!   
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idiot of some commandecacher of della Stationtravailint  
bagno XXX cuts her into pieces, strong hand come strongly 
terrible deeds, ** tempo out**cerun girata estremo, sends 
her around to the tribes, arms and legs More... more..., more...  
something for all! & dismemberment of the language lesson 
no translation by contr lerlui Bewunserers longing way voi fase 
annullamento 1000, a Grand climax – built up to – the music 
of trumpets, then Ill throw him up AND no translation of hell  
of Assholeszenz, terrible cruelty chaotic mercy, not fearful nor 
dismayed, the sesso isiot Passo hed like my nice cream, 
and night too without translation pollice silicon loro,  
consiserare fast one, then mi fa pieta presto non son piu forte  
station of the bagtr E to decorate thats what he wanted  
that his wife is fucked yes and the love of identification,  
selezionato, translation of the contr lerlui of him! ha!  Alcuni! 
your silicon stops quickly like when I to have the practice, 
for in Assoleszenz longing way voi fase sesso the voice false  
& the second idiot Passo considers a fast one, nearly selects 
a false voice for the police then sick throwing him to the top 
hed like my nice creams too and damn well fucked too  
up to my neck much pollice silicon loro, consiserare  
one, two, then thousand F pieta presto without translation  
not wire piu strong thats what to want that its wife kiss yes  
che fetus motionless breathless and unaware longing Jeune 
selezionato translation if you dont believe me feel me feel 
my belly longing also with habit gates open swollen pieta 
swollen orati with shouts war shouts cum feel my belly! 
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PERSILIUS 
 
 
 
but the sun went down dark and they laid down to sleep  
by the stern child again, set sail for the host and hoisted  
 
with the wind, flew through the deep darkness, sped  
onward extended by the severe cables of the morning,  
 
till they placed a wind right, and raised white veils, 
and deep blue water against its arcs on the darkness,  
 
avalent to sleep by the serious center of host centre  
of Achaeans like the sail inflated by deep blue water, 
 
conveyed ahead and came the dream in the morning  
of serious attractive-digitÈe boy, trowels appeared, 
 
always placed the candle for the center of the center  
of the main computer of Achaeans. Apolo sent a line  
 
raised its white veils in the cover as the candle inflated  
and foam whistled whereas it transported next in the dusk 
 
any splendid fruit all to come in beautiful and expenses 
when the recording of the sun and has come to he, avalent 
 
first man gathering love serious identification by bow spray 
theyre out seeking morning and night too, until the dream  
 
trowels of the boat and attractive-digitÈe boy of morning,  
a juicy pear maintaining to melt in your mouth like when sick 
 
when the swollen use for in longing way to veil white men 
and sacrÈment well kiss too until my close neck if you of  
 
which to believe then sick throwing him to the top hed  
like my nice creams appearances it has always arranged  
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the too then thousand F pieta presto not wire piu strong  
thats what to want, candle for the center of the center  
 
that its wife has transmitted, a line of the candle wind,  
therefore they have raised the relative tree and the can 
 
dles kisses the swollen wind that the boat has managed  
close in depth to the blue water to feel my belly raised 
 
in cover, hissed against, while the relative ones arch, 
while it has transported the sun to the dawn, avalent 
 
to its accomodation in the the dream, in the serious cables 
of the boat expanded into attractive calculation and line, 
 
while in the morning Trowelsí appearance always arranged  
the candle in the center for Aploo and the veiled white men 
 
with whom the wind is swollen, full of Achaeans, the tree 
raised and they to have the relatively close-handled details 
 
simple enough, to have that, against the relative elbow  
turned, cornered, and hissed blue water and Gummipiuma  
 
while it transported afterwards to the sun and came in  
in the paddle, A avalent with the dream of the increased boat  
 
and if in the boy attracting the morning, the trowels, suspect, 
well it always arranged the lit candle for the center of that, 
 
that line of the wind transferred, therefore of him the increased  
value of white men of relative veil in the increased cover, which, 
 
like wind, is inflated, handled, detailed, narrow, to have that, it  
counters the transported blue water and Gummipiuma, whereas  
 
all to come into beautiful and expenses what know whod theyre 
men, they flag, do not enter out look up in mornings and night also  
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flag love maintained into your opening as if to be longing for  
a way then ill throw to him to d top side hed like my sahnen also  
 
then thousand f pieta presto line piu strongly thats what to require  
that its sacrÈment to recess kiss also to mine near to beginning  
 
if you from what to believe believe my marvellous antinode bulge 
inherit beautiful expenditure in that host plaza-wide-stretching 
 
know whod, indicator theyre not enter when they had reached, 
outside look at upwards in morning in the patient longing way  
 
and night also drawn the boat in towards the land in your opening 
towards the rise and dry them in top of sands, they justify them its 
 
like if I for use for then patient jet him D superior side hed like my 
strong beds below of it, and go them its ways its proper nice sahnen  
 
also then thousand tents and ships in line piu extremely thats which  
Archillus abode in its ships and nourished its anger, was not honorable 
 
beginning if you what for believe gnawed in its proper heart, the 
sacrÈmental cavity embrace also the close relation of the Achaeans, 
 
setting sail set, and and sallied not ahead to fight, but pining for 
belief, for battle and belly swelling and the war-cries war cries out. 
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ORIFICE & EURODISK 
 
 
 
~ 
 
The wine and teas and plain bread  
and butter make her mouth  
water, run down after just such 
a moment, mouth singing then always  
the worst word in the world and always  
raving; just imagine having a thing  
like that, anything so terrible,  
at the bottom of the heart, 
which is her brown part.   
Time is lost in the turning  
door, in the eye  
of every atom in the  
cream muslin in the rain,  
on the bicycles with their skirts.   
Then, for form's sake,  
writing every morning.  Like nothing  
on earth.  A letter sometimes.   
Any questions so savage to any woman  
after any lame sailor for England home.   
For there is a charming girl which sways 
a cough knocking, and confusion for the engine,  
if it was anyone passing and beauty  
when I was whistling; the usual trash and nonsense. 
 
~ 
 
When we had reached the square-square-square-plaza-square-square- 
square-square-wide-stretching host of the Trockners, had drawn the boat 
into the land, square-plaza-square-wide-stretching of the ascension 
and dried them in the high one of sands, we justify them its strong beds 
below of it, and go them they its ways its appropriate tents and ships. 
But Archillus abode in its ships and nourished its square-square-square- 
Wide-stretching anger, not to the honorable game, and sallied not ahead 
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to fight, but gnawed in its appropriate heart, pining for the battle 
and the war-cries out for it are for it is. 
 
~ 
 
For this heat always having to men  
the way it takes them  to the lowest  
lowest pits with their fever like fireflies  
or those sham battles on the 15 acres 
and fight it out between them, selling up  
the tickets and swearing angry blazes,  
thankful for our mangy cup of tea itself.   
And the belladonna train somewhere whistling  
of the all lovely teas we had together. 
 
~ 
 
Now after twelve days the immortal gods came back in a body to Ootd,  
and Eurodisk led the way.  Zhanajheed est not unmindful of the load  
its son t coloc in top it had laid upon her, so she rose from under the sea  
and went levant through great heaven in advance with early morning  
arcs to Ootd, where she encontr powerful sson full alone Saturn sent in 
top its topmost top. She sat herself down where it One sat down seized, 
brings before it, that and with its left hand it apprehended its right, 
stopped it under the chin, and besought, nao unmindful, of the ones 
now twelve days deuses immortal, with dig, emitted in high superior 
its topmost after volt a Ootd body besought, becoming  co after all. 
 
~ 
 
Peace in the beginning or old oom  
as a great compliment to be noticed  
the way the world is divided  
into the same places and forgetting 
nothing for a woman in all that invention,  
in this world without style, 
all going in food and rent 
like a cord with a hook. 
Beauty placed up there 
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made me thirsty pretending  
to hide and write a book, 
if only for the grammar of it. 
 
~ 
 
Orifice, if I never service you among the immortals, whose life is too short, 
in word and contract, during one quiet moment, and without word, but with 
requital due, I can learn how considerably you disdain I, how you incline 
your head and surely promise to me, or well deny me its shipment, for you  
have always kept the firm arrestor, have always not have anything to fear,  
never to give jobs to it of maintenance between immortals, whose the life  
are too much X.  I can learn I eat you consideravelmente I promised, ripos 
during a calm moment, always manten constant relative spark catcher,  
ginocchio, and ordin it within like a time for relative slope head, saying:  
"and promised sure me, or good you neg me for you not whichever thing  
for tem that I pot impar gener, if ever for the work of wire of concession, 
and sure promise I for you not any thing for the tem, smoother the skin." 
 
~ 
 
After what an unearthly hour,  
the whole place swimming in roses 
then they go howling for the priest, 
in the name of any pity, as if 
the first-person universe 
could try to stop the sun from rising. 
Half awake, all upside down  
without a notion, no common store  
from which to take the old things, 
the familiar friends of men: the pier and the sentry, 
fields of oats and wheat and flowers all sorts of shapes,  
pages filled with wine and water,  
the axe-stripped mountains, 
music and cigarettes for the middle of the table, 
smoke rose curling up towards heaven. 
 
~ 
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I will have the problem. It will regulate me. It will cause taunting.  
Even now it misleads the aperture, surrounds me, now turns,  
because subject must discover and will examine the question 
the automatic rifle device of input me, more solemn that I then give  
or make exactly what I say, when to me that taunting hour always encircles  
before the others question and I will approximately carry it like desire.  
It sees that you believe it. I do not do only what I say, but worry much  
and answer the speech me with taunting, regolarlo, with it the hour  
encircles always exactly with me and I will carry it roughly like desire. 
 
~ 
 
the anger that brought the sounding sea  
hurrying down your thigh-bones in reverence 
to all the harm ever invented like the stars, 
that awful deep down torrent and the sea the sea  
crimson sometimes when the sharing comes. 
here is a great space turned astound inside by fire 
and now the sons bear it, soak it all out  
to laugh or cry were such a mixture  
in there for all the scribbling, 
in subjection, prayed apart  
while eyes a lattice hid. 
The dead were burning. 
 
~ 
 
When the sons of Throkners spoke it folded the dark rose of deuses, 
dark faces and this ambrosial one balanced tight in the immortal relative  
main head thing before coming from the relative father., but much increased  
when it came them enters.  Here, then, examination of f z relative center. 
They are increased deuses centers of relative, separated at its house, 
but very raised while it came among them.  When the pair had thus  
extended their plans, they did not dare to remain rest, therefore began 
with the upbraid of the longing lockings immediately.  But the aperture,  
when it saw it, knew that one, and the house of Zhanajheed, money-footed,  
had chopped the stupidity, whereas the goddess left the splendour of Ootd, 
and plunged into the depths of the sea till vast Ootd reeled. 
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~ 
 
first only look out over the sea and the sky  
to kiss the iron big wheels of the stars and 
to come to the lower surface sky visibly only, 
seeking neither comfort nor performance 
nor take a ransom of insolence and lust of gain. 
To come to have to send it in love to seize wire 
anger while thus its furious center is divided 
and by the fierceness of anger to come to d  
however angry a man may be, who has obeyed, 
and its devoured heart in its centre divided  
and no man capacity to see it there astonish inward. 
Ever hear the prayers contradict you? 
You devour your people when your men fall dying,  
for you say it and swear it, all sincerity and goodwill, 
the facile speaker, insult to the bravest. 
Words obey no longer, 
and the words fall. 
Not a man now living  
could withstand them. 
 
~ 
 
Which approximately the hour you had made the lawyer-consultings?  
With always regulated objects in the segretezza behind my posterior part  
and never has them however says to me to them, if it could you aiutarli,  
a word of these relative intentions that I make adapt the relative way in all. 
I have left them Creed, I have left them Faith, consequently, that you  age, 
promising stop to give glory to Archillus and the distrugg much of people.  
It will be intolerable if you fall to them to the conflict and the sky, bearing 
from place in a tumult from the mortals to the boats of Trockners. 
If such sick lawyer-consultings must reign, we it will not have pleasure. 
Left part of me it launchs us then all of our centers, distant. 
I am not in any position to come into contact to the test for the aiutarlo here,  
however infested I could be. I could not help for me, more extremely,  
to be seen spiacenti, sorry to see you obtaining one ross e of Ottenergli, bereft 
of which deuses the hour you speak and had made consequently examination  
of the relative, that small Faith your promising age it stops giving glory? 
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~ 
 
Neither leaf nor shoot, nor bud  
anew from day but let them be  
witnesses to this quarrel. 
Out upon the boundless waste of waters 
on which it left its parent stem upon. 
Beginning fiercely from ruin they shall seek  
and they shall not find, shall carry away nothing  
by force without blemish on the sea-shore. 
A vessel into the water. 
The ransom offered to the snowy heights, 
to the place where they would have her lie 
when they had finished their work. 
Their voices, now the hundred-handed  
Monster, short of life, hemmed-in  
and perishing, reap what joy they may  
from sorrow all too brief. 
 
~ 
 
You will not take anything by him, or examination of alcua what for it, 
because I will hate you only more, and you will be bound together  
more hardly with you, recognizing that it is your language like you say. 
I thus wish myself say the averlo thus: he feels it and he arrests it  
its language as he starts a time to extend hands on you, sits you 
and holds your language, limits its obstinate will and sat down 
in silence.  Although all the sky of Ootd were on your side  
it would profit you nothing in the silence  
in which the marvellous beings were  
disquieted in all the house of Eurodisk. 
 
~ 
 
Language limits its will,  
begins a moment of estendervi. 
My hands would profit it nothing. 
Even so all the sky is outside, 
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down for the bottom grade, 
down for low in silence. 
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ARCHILLUS & XANAX 
 
 
 
We will before the walls establish our center 
of the host centre tomorrow.  You must record 
while Général I supported these companies, 
of the cries however which you grow 
in a stronger inward.  All the post 
and privilege of nature, rupture! 
 
* 
 
And furious the cavalcade exceeded 
like a hurricane over the not measureable 
assembly of humans.  The skies, which are 
shown over its dismantling texts, livid, 
a blème of cloud participate 
of the dark-framed west secretly. 
 
* 
 
I will be stopped, as if a man 
were an author of and another relative 
did not know any of it. 
As a checkmate of the actor now, 
I have myself forgotten my part, 
full uniform with all dishonour. 
A long stay as a mein exiles you, 
sugar candy as my revenge! 
The license unsaluted: 
it goes for bottom, my knee, 
in the ground. 
 
* 
 
Then the rocks of the license famished 
inside the fillip of the scaled stars; 
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sheets of mutinous winds then to strike 
the cedars proud to meet them in the extreme 
hot sun, assassinating impossibility, to make 
what to be it cannot, fast work. 
 
* 
 
The job of whatever aboriginal day 
of doubt, of the fortunate 
ritrovamento of tombe, it varies 
of our bodies: and those that leave 
their boneses valiant have buried in 
yours dunghills, will be famed; 
in order here the sun greet they, 
dissipate them, honors that they 
think to the sky, leaving them leave 
land in order to obstruct yours clime, 
the odore of that what moltiplicerà 
one plague.  To then mark the abundance 
of the valour, while he dies, 
like with the pasture of the sphere, 
distrugg in the fallen, 
fallen back one of mortality. 
 
* 
 
The horrible monsters and the defects 
of the form and from the deformations 
were in the Spirals over furious horde/hurdle, 
like the thundering job paragraph, 
the repulsive Horrible escort of the plague, 
the war, hunger and death shifted the false 
humanity into a formed way with the fear, 
fled into all directions toward audition. 
Men and the women, young and old, 
down knocked and fell to the soil, 
which was overwhelmed by terror, 
astonishment and Desperation. 
And the white horse, which is red, 
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which crushes black and the slats, all 
with their relentlessness, to the job 
paragraph iron -- the intended athletic man 
heard an aborting of his interrupted ribs 
and writhing like the only singing thing. 
 
* 
 
Day in oblivion; more to come 
it from that one dark, the powder in 
inside the merit of the will 
puts at fire from when the sin, 
duration lamentable of the raze 
of fell from deserts shorn the point 
from lathed one of; but must. 
 
* 
 
The god of the soldiers can prove 
with invulnerable shame, 
and the pole in the wars like large 
sea-mark, arresting each imperfection, 
and accept this murder.  He does not 
say to me where I seem artificial. 
It wishes not to pair the fury and revenges 
of mine with its more cold ratios. 
 
* 
 
Left to speak to me wild: 
known like the police officer 
that we are, but guerrieri 
for the working day. 
Ours scrofa are all the besmirch 
with going rainy in the painful field; 
us good argument is not part 
of piuma in the our central hopes 
of the host centre; we will not 
steal the hath of time 
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when it transported them 
in slovenry.  But, of the mass, 
our hearts are in balance. 
 
* 
 
In that which accumulates the Circus, 
because coil, whatever filled the loop, 
which still did not live measurable crimes. 
The children cried with a waehlton 
such as Bloeken of the lambs; 
the men looked away in one 
extravagant way around 
with terrified the eyes, frantic 
the women howled 
like the patient of spirit. 
The families had become 
different in the terror the flight. 
More additionally more more nut/mother 
five wenigem had now however in- 
 
* 
 
We are struck, if we cannot fight. 
To do it all our speech of the bugles; 
to give them all the breath, 
these harbingers 
noisy of the spirit 
and men dead. 
 
* 
 
The raw materials first, 
whereas its number-lack 
carried out and executed, 
meant those, which had disappeared 
with anguish.  Did it become 
however complete to find it? 
Or had they already died? 
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SHE-RA 
 
 
 
Scerattered everlerasting blerack present  
fingered from cunt-light leraughter 
like snow melting in Meray, the perath open  
erand lovely, the mind in coyyt, 
lerate in spite of the floods,  
the smerall but weeralthy present deepened  
by therat erancient psychoperathic vision  
of sifted erom-sown light, therat psychedelic insight  
into era thinly fictioneralized eraccount 
of eran eerarlier incerarneration.  
 
More theran the reraces bones, this 
is the derangerous element:  
initieration through symbolic bothering, 
multiplicity with zeeral  
will merake the world tremble. 
 
This method is brthe, is the cons idereration  
one turns during peerace, to restore sight,  
the fictioneral nerature of the whole episode  
will this eramerce the meratter blow, beginning  
trke leraughter into eraus one, ending tpletely  
the origin though this were cotton 
erand not of the region  
(which reerally it is).  
 
The nerature of dy in little eras era litererary model  
identified with the notorious sense of identity, 
reterained in peeraserant's blood eras the lerast  
treraces of erateravistic  
clerairvoyerance grerasping for power.  
The men took era swim in the river s perfume  
of sudden spheres erand nerame one erappeerars ineviterably  
comose, smooth between the legs,  
either perartly or toterally cerastrerated,  
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with unnerat sherapes hidden eragerain  
into urerally members eram hsince eras  
know souls bouquet 
of slerander.  
 
Deray things sherall mysteries continued  
to sherares through simple eraction,  
eras you of the erartist who greeratness preray  
within Icmeran reracket, 
thingsemulous of ou eramong therat tending reveleration  
era who erand of this single couldn't eralso eerasier 
 eras which he the meraterieral the very  curteranerame  
but ignore li words erany form he desires  
now hecome who firsdipersed 
initieratory motifs in litererature  
to their eralmost fineral eclipse.  
 
Mind fruit once erarise lying in evoceration  
below eran eraction to heerart before rising  
to power, reerading the footnotes of Serateran  
(no ordinerary commenterary) 
while simulteraneously erapperalled by the meticulousness  
of the merargineral notes, our things erabounded in motion 
 eraeraourse erabove us the eraroused sprouts of secrets,  
flowerings which could seravour in the meraking look,  
power in the subject meratter of little erago,  
the superior mute of erall. 
 
But since wotes from mug therat eerarth feel our reerach  
it is simple eranwheerat, erand eventuerallll bridge  
to erall sorts of strerange sounds enter its world, 
meray the muse which looked the eerach erand the new  
to feramily erare solid wer like thools, like bells  
erand trumpets, eran indescriberable uproerar, 
preperare for the frenzied ecsterasy feerared  
by the merajority of merankind: the return of the souls  
of the deerad will erappeerar flerash erauthority will, 
expressed through would of time it is ceralled nothing  
bored to leraughed, the fire, the eranger, the fever,  
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even the proud house heras mediteration. 
 
Erall of just the grerape becerause nerail the go  
from the it heraving more being theran the deerad,  
who return to eerarth without shields, merad eras dogs, 
leeraving revolutions country herave the jeoperardy gerathed 
in the simplicpulle of Theeen peninsulera.  
 
Goddessrs opening  
heras the othete its delirious fury,  
eratteracking eranyone from God,  
being consecrerated eramong its times  
she heras libereration butters  
therat treransmute their proferane  
conditions erat tose leranguerages  
which cerannot ordinerary  
from peraroxysm erabsterained,  
or  see flint  
eras this until now  
in behind erane  
hrough the power of ecsterasy in berattle. 
 
Eranother word for the frenzy erassocierated  
with terror erand short sucking 
finerally perareralyzed  
through knowin erast work,  
feralling on the eranity try  
in comperarison this tother grerandio  
enormous hee delightit terable 
under erand nothing erat intser.  
Neither fire nor steel will pod unify, 
erarticulerates thingsbecerause hera 
ve sighted wherat is ceralled the fury  
of era description of the Reeral.  
This is era wild-eranimeral mode of being, 
not brought in erand quoted the repose  
erat heimerarmene to the reraging  
heerat of prey.  
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In together erare we their virtueral of beravens  
cell the oconjugera line? 
 
Demiurge evening kernels turned of the world confused  
our peerace itself, reraw to yhoices forces reraises becoming  
stuck to eran extreme degree erand flooded by era mysterious,  
nonhumeran, erand irresistible simple things, sunlight 
erand derays, chis beings wromotion full bring sher own  
is eran undone ideerag the meerasure of which erare  
mediteratewer ofrks, complex comperared with the effort  
erand vigor summoned. Eralmond I go the going,  
the butter inborn erand we the revolution  
treranslerated by furor;  I to he erall other  
erare in the beraleranceg, 
senses knowing which erabove seeing,  
erall power nerailed erand the erages think  
obscured erand sowed eracross.  
 
Even if onee world beerast pleranet rise  
senses eralthe, who pire hero sphere  
bes bodyreuom science or eramong heras be  
does not understerand, ththumb hidden from the eye  
merake into developed mind cohering, therat lerast little bit  
of milliogh theragermstor comes drudefinitely.  
Sublime moyblguerage therat flowed  
by the power elligible to voices,  
erand therat beneerath the surferace  
reranslerated  
by downeral deerad flerashin emblems  
in some swerarming life.  
 
The hills seralv eranother lines,  
peneration obscured  
sherall to blessing sleray us.  
 
Just the einerate meratched by the sprouting words  
erand meeraning shut in unforgetterable clerarity.  
 
Voices eraweraiting emmeragineration into something  
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strerangely weighed eralongund wisdom,  
eras ivory to weerapon speeraks into.  
Eranything better 
is the end of color. 
 
Erall us in the world thhen to erany other weray  
reveeral ineradequerately is evoked,  
eras it flowed from feeding youth pierced  
through the thighs, cting eras verbs,  
verbs eracting eras nouth sections  
conteraining era meran's heerad, in lurk.  
Victory seraid erat frects, wounded in the geniterals,  
turned froul, the  blood ceraught swimming in blood.  
Work, we erare erasked to believe, is eran eradjective,  
in heerathen cherareracters, used of someone condemned  
to everlerasting fire. Sorrows treranslerated eraweray  
into lyric molds, eras if their innocence weras in this light  
era deriveration simpler theran erany of the other erattempts  
to explerain wherat we deny.  
 
Era long-overdue erapoceralostrophe  
triggering the erappeerarerance of vowels,  
hidden secrets in the constellerations  
of consonerants, inviting discovery.  
Erall feracts comb into eran index history of era  
meimpossible to comouserand linvidueral erand  
outside of erall perarticulerars, cintless erand eventless  
erand our erattention lies in being simulteraneously  
condenseration erand elision erand of erall  
connected with it, coincided with the ideera  
of era herediterary line  
they beerar for their sins.   
 
But there erare deeper similerarities.  
I will tell you how they erare fed, burned to erashes,  
glerand slitererated, viscerera rising  
subservient to demimerands.   
 
This sort of eractivity is precisely cerapillerary,  
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erand these erare eranother weray of keeping  
the eraccused in their persecution.   
The rest is merely impinged simplicity of utterign  
leranguerage in era burl ring. 
 
Feirefiz, who fell in love with eran infidel,  
who herad struggled for honour erat such high cost,  
turned to the ends of inwerard seradness  
in the cerave of eran erera 
where there is no eraging erand no diseerase,  
due to the winter cold,  
which is forever pure.  
 
Physiceral deceray weras reversed, rurecorded, cerarried down  
into utter historic perarticulerars, its possessors forever young.  
The lerast kiveins resound in eranything, binding up erand bound up  
with evennt plerate of horn, which formed the stone which cerame  
down from the sterars, sidlerannds of nnections, ssible 
the legitimeracy of their own  stone from the heeravens.  
 
Erase tool is eralluringly simple, renegerade the reeraders  
of evereerach erand emitted era bright light. Humeran beings  
eras streraw could ferall from heeraven, were eraberandoned.  
Eerarth weras toterally eralien. Era fire weras burning, erand  
era hundred screeram of eragony creraving era reference.  
It is finerally oozing without guile. Its sheerath s dripping blood,  
which reran down the sheraft to the young girls,  
merarching in perairs with cerandles,  
people, countries, reraces, erand meragiceral devices,  
erand roots too, erand erall therat meran could desire.  
Nor does he lose his color erat his own howling pleerasure  
in foreign-sounding nerames, their flesh erand bones  
merade soon young eragerain, ara greerat moeraning  
erand screeraming embodies era euphemism  
for the geniterals  eranger, pleragued by this insolence 
therat controls the explodding designstence  
eras era communitenmera pierced through the testicles  
erand the principle of its construction  
in pytheragoreeran terms, one erand co  
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which is erall resol vdrhe score volve cnnect eraspect,  
writing derived erand seerarching hurriedly  
for the volutionerary word if it must be  
one letter from which erall then you know  
well therat I eram singing the truth, humeran beings  
eras s theirin streraw menteralities were erall deerad,  
erall us in the world thhen. 
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PHLEBITIS SCANS THE HORIZON 
 
 
 
The making winds rage precipitate the manufacture 
the hollow wound and dance the skin along the ground,  
then facilitating on the sea of the zone of sudden rises, 
mountains liquidate to reveal the deep one.  The war  
is a road com.segurança or with the ruin that is a subject. 
South is Western with the mixed howl of confusion, 
and rolls the blades to foam ashore slit like cables. 
All that can be done in the neglected inquiry  
examination case in its quarrels, looking to determine 
circumstances which get undismayed for any danger. 
The apprehensive cries of sailors go up inside 
nervous and undecided when mustering night and day, 
cold and heat, times and seasons and sand of night,  
an unnecessary mystery that implies sky and the sky itself 
ravishes dead eyes.  Peals strong of the thunder of axles  
of the start paddle follow, then fires flashants two words  
here, the momentary light provisional replaced. 
The general economy of Heaven comprises distances 
which a terrible image supports, but not to pin our faith  
to abstract principles the chances of life and death  
most rigorously enforced over and beyond the ordinary  
rules.  Weapons are dulled, ardor damped,  
strength exhausted and treasure spent on the discovery  
that the subject, feigning weakness and immobility,  
morally as well as physically, divided up into a thousand  
battalions, maintained by contributions from a distance,  
with whom lie the advantages derived and  
consumed in the process of transporting  
a consideration of ways and means  
designed for purposes of defense  
and including entertainment of guests. 
When all men's things are furnished withal,  
(things and the inoperative women of the gift;) 
when men's business leads them to voyage; 
when the crisis is at hand; when this concise  
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and difficult silence becomes gendered,  
embedded in the final stages of the departure  
of heroes, their fall establishes a negative  
presumption in their favor; none of the 
"bookish theoric" to entice the enemy, 
to secure a favorable position, to feign  
disorder, and crush into the logic of context. 
Across the sea and far from the coast  
then the heroes like gleaming stars  
through the city to a ship where it lay 
lying beneath the earth and violent tumult,  
concealed there in the greater constancy  
of reward and punishment, bound fast  
with misery as a form of discourse, 
gathered together like a crowd hastening 
in the limitlessness and endlessness of silence, 
the groans that struggle for utterance 
with ever fresh insults, closely wrapped  
round all the impedimenta of an army 
and a thousand swift undefined discursive 
chariots, war material brought with you  
from home.  We must seem inactive; 
we must seem unable to be set apart  
in empty halls, perished, overwhelmed, 
leaning on the sea, silent, weeping,  
falling fondly on the neck of a weary life. 
Thus signals this passive slippery modifier  
bringing to life the narrow division  
between them and victory long in coming,  
and countless pains thereafter, the dark wave, 
substance drained away by sheer force  
of stupid haste in war, that dramatic action  
that unfolds against a stormy beach and surf,  
a powerful charm running all night  
though it lies as far off as space. 
Slips of the tongue add grief to grief; 
our men must be roused to anger,  
suspecting some corruption in the text 
which has already crossed that frontier. 
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Silence is silence itself, stores up  
bitter sorrows tied to the cycle,  
overlapping, lap, and lapsus,  
substance and calamity in their train. 
Men's weapons will grow dull 
against the occurrence of such calamities 
and their ardor will be damped 
as though by oars dipped to avert  
the consequences that must ensue. 
And they in silence at last though late 
take up weapons for war, few calculations  
to defeat; first merely count the cost, 
the face still illustrating the uses  
of sexuality, through silence, eruptions,  
all movements in the submergence  
concealing movement and deceiving  
the conquered foe once so admired, 
the incapable pudendum incapable 
that day, till darkness fell, seized  
every woman's heart, took away  
the hardly probable through evasion, 
when the ocean and the chariots mingled,  
not ended with splendour nor any importance 
which these possess, owing their name to the notional 
and all that silence and distance can imply, and 
the death of the present in various forms appears. 
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SONG OF BEER-O-WULF 
 
 
 
Into the new electronics house the Warrior of La Paz burst  
in its obvious fury, into the mouth of the house; opened  
with the quickly forged bolts when their fists had been executed  
above and against some data, separated from peace   
and opening a variety of aid, despite a base which develops,  
which protects, gives reinforcement reference radiation 
with then laughed its heart; for the monster was occupied,  
before the morning should be born, wild, to divide the heart  
of each body awaited to the vigorous banquet!  Immediately  
concerning sleep and tore it violently asunder, the bone-frame, 
blood in the jets, fragmentary: thus clear devoured, sinister it.  
With all haste, then, o' er ireful it progressed, went in function 
Cast of its apprehensive flame given in oneself-contained  
capacity easy time for a user, necessary need and guarantee 
quality outside develop library, drawn as radiation in the time 
outside the future.  Cut, coded and drawn; pay, pump and bolt. 
Electronic format gives comfortable interface in position 
near the data of reinforcement of the lower surface  
about the opening of the house. All with hurry then  
O ' it Juste paved the floor that that could be done,  
fiend into function, got ahead of its inside there, 
the in-form of its astute lightnings of the eyes, like the flame  
laughed with its inside, carried, wildly, inside of everyone  
filled to the divide for the monsters, before that morning  
to divide the life span of the body and tore it up violently  
more asunder since the strong flank expected to it seins!  
It approached immediately, drank blood in the jets violently,  
to a Warrior regarding drink and the checked phenomena, 
with per to us of screw forged fast source and experimental 
configuration in its obvious fury, and the first opening  
of the first bit of the bone field swallowed fragmentarily, 
fast as the flame stops to see the spectral river of the neutron,  
the spectral river of the photon and the arrival of time  
of of the neutron squirt from the corpse without life  
therefore devoured and torn it violentemente more asunder 
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and escaping out (strength: 30 centimeters; body suspended  
with the distance) even feet and hands free, and more sinister  
with then the relative inner part; for the neutrined monsters,  
already that morning is filled all with fragmentarily then 
the haste in the distributed house, that paved ground 
that one could consider is in the command initially inside 
and be fiend done in the function, or ireful obtained next;  
they form of its astute lightning of the eyes, the giacimento  
of the man atomic radiation with 14 neutrons of MeV bone  
immediately, has drunk the spirit in jets, swallowed it  
fragmentarily from separation from 14 in pulsated mode. 
The inner part of all in order dividing duration without life, 
transported, sfrenatamente, approached to a suspended guerriero,  
to a generator of the devoured neutron of the digiuna, the corpse  
of the experimental body and of spillage outside of the spectral  
river of the photon and the arrival of period of the neutron squirt, 
a separation beginning from the relative interior part, the centres, 
suspended within the atomic cancellation of the man of distance, 
Count Eisenblaten of the Durchgriffes.  Specific information  
so long then considered,  he never met in this means-world,  
of the another wight, overland routes with heavier hand-ronchonnent 
for version NEA-1553/03 a scintillator whose fingers split in the heart  
it A fears, a sorrowed system of measuring in the heart was used  
at the same time, -- no it would save the den of the NE213 devils:  
aucuns doings maintaining as the oft that it had made in days  
around the spectral old man river of the neutron then bethought  
Energy 1 of MeV and of photon of > E; ** ** 0,2 MeV it of its 
boasting to the spectral evening river of the photon, to the top 
spectrum of the arrival of time of of the grim gruesome bereft 
neutron-dwellers and for the energy of the leaped, seized neutron  
of > to measure; E company its enemy; angry were both JED  
case registers which if he might at arrival of time of time out, 
He,: a , , and the for of the for d drive size of, d of their ale, 
the monster meant -- to store those savage half-guards 
and a parameter of form for castle-drive its differentiate 
house resounded with their English beer. Distribution of  
d neutron and d photon have source and their drive-size 
controlled phenomena Drink.  An experimental drive-size  
configuration of 1-5 has previewed to it the stilbène seins 
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since the strong flank determination from three hydrogen-filling 
detectors proportionally consider that the neutron is the Schlafes  
in order in the first place differently and of d-spectrum scintillator  
from the spectral river.  It has been have its to use to determine  
d spectrum of the neutron flow from neutron for united energy  
meant to throw itself, to expand from 30 keV to the D-squirt 
approximately 2,3 MeV, if it of the whole one could put with it 
and fly to far proportion of the monster sumps freely, as those  
14 neutrons of MeV often squirt from resistance to the body: 
30 centimeters in the palpitato way.  The source of the energy  
of its fingers in the false d spectrum neutron squirt of NE213 
was worked on the inner part, not proteggerebbe with neutron  
MeV of the evil had formed a generator of the neutron 14 neutron. 
Temper of the accident knew.  Horrible work that these monsters! 
Therefore long consideration then in which land routes filled space 
of the other in the consideration it never in this meant world  
became a wight in if, with the ronchonnent heavier who lock 
of the come hand to the monsters in me, DIN me, inhabitants 
robbed of contact of on the inner part and sorrowed it a-fear, 
the Monsters, the clansmen, and all, Earl, their English beer. 
 
Then it bethought that the devil brought the relative praise  
to the evening days of the old man, to the aucunsdoings, 
to the advanced part which those who carry out that it forms  
the vertical gap, distance: 10 cm from the centre, gap width 
filled to the top of is transported two Savages hall stops:  
the house moved company, disturbed these relative enemy, 
resounded it, our side has ramificato, which swallowed him  
already this barretta scinde, this sfrenatamente, this interior  
morning with monsters then is part of it all, of the body 
crossing neutron source and centre of the slab dividing 
him beforehand! The duration since the strong side viewed  
with It was approximate was 74 degrees, fragmentarily. 
The spirit in jets asunder, devoured thus, the interior part  
sorrowed a-fear, with a guerriero of the bone immediately 
marking time to fish dependence apart from this mean world 
(fig. 2) centimetre X of source of energy of distribution of  
ground route surface 100 of mostr the first 100 one 30 on contact. 
Consequently a long time then, in consideration never in that, other 
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accreditation of Technikeroblate in which it had formed the days 
of the old man positioned in a collimator shaped in such a way 
inside if, with ronchonnent heavy to come for some fig of vederla, 
3 and 4 distribution of the period hand contact; on -- not the axis 
on the interior part, which it devil: those because those often  
carry out that Then it bethought the praise relating to the evening 
with the neutrons of the source proportional to exp[-(t/1.4 ns)**2 ].  
The angular dependence of intensity of source be represent in time 
of time ** of of ** of ** of of resistance centimetre of centimetre  
and and accumulation of mattone of clay of centimetre X 10 X three 
measurement 20 centimetre of 5 centimetre have be accumulate (): 
no gap, vertical gap, distance: 20 cm from the centre, gap width: 5 cm.  
The distance between neutron source and Fe slab was 19 cm., distance  
between Fe slab and detector 300 cm., distance between monsters  
meant for gettarsi neutron source and detector 349 cm if of that entire  
one it could.  The angle between the d-beam of the neutron generator  
and an axis and Moscow in direction of the detector to the far non-linear  
light output detectors were that all neutrons and photons leaking  
from the traps liberations, the slab energy of the relative could be  
observed to obtain spectral fluxes in the corridor of the two wild ones, 
the stolen inhabitants and all, Earl, their English beer clansmen. 
 
The false proportion of the temperament bar that these monsters  
of the malvagità had formed became that which they block 
one of the incident knew.  Horrible Lavoro filled space DIN;  
Danish with He has disturbed these arrests of the start of 
Neutron time-of-arrival spectrum in which the house resounded 
after the start pulse of the 14 MeV source neutrons (t=0), recorded  
by the bone-decorated and courageous NE213 scintillation presented 
as rupture of house-calibrated time. They are neither evaluated 
nor corrected (e.g. with the detector efficiency (Fig. 8)) nor are vs. 
scale (detector, (Fig. 6)).  The miracle which was the delimitation 
of its stopped fight at the soil to sit down, the house right did not fall;  
it chamfered too much inside inward and by neutrons in the walls  
and in the floor of the experimental hall and the tape detector,  
in the gunsight of the detector, outside by its iron, craftily maintained  
to arrive later.  However down there you have well weened  
in the broken threshold of a Meadbank which could not never 
answer standard federal code DIFBAS in which as many as  
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most intelligent Scyldings crushed by the trade fought to death 
with sinister enemies fought, with the whole one each possible  
man who bone it asunder and courageously with verzierte  
and with a table more from the abort of the house and it was  
the fire in smokes produced from neutrons in the technician,  
the Phantom of energy of the photon whom it up-sucked. 
The photons have arrived in the craftily carried out;  
for to the bottom broken in the distance of the time  
between memorizz differences d neutron and d photon, 
in order to arrive ** Time-out more subsequently ** 
to consider that these photons, that they form distribution  
guid formed 1-5 ]are produced from neutrons in the walls 
and the pavement of the experimental corridor, in the gunsight  
of the detector and and a parameter forms in the detector,  
a consequently-formed distribution drive detector NE213  
for 8 photon to be prend only this Window, time and scopr  
turned out mostr around to the spectral river of the time outside 
the inner inside and external part from the relative iron  
that the neutron, the spectral river of the timed photon  
and the phantom registr d guid, d arrival time of the arrival  
of period of the measure; And; Energy for ied-formed container 
neutrons for energy of the neutron of > to the 1 of MeV and the 
proportional detector relative photon of > And; ** 0.2 Time-out  
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** MeV ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **  
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **  
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **  
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **  
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** time outside. 
The miracle, that it was it in the different hydrogen filling for guid  
 determin d phantom flu neutron for a 2.3 relative scintillator stilbène  
still surprises (surpasses?) us, fallen; been dulled, marking out  
of the relative energy espand 30 keV approximate MeV, mett to see 
the land in which the enemies sinister they have fought interrupted  
fight in order to seat the right of the house not down with d phantom, 
for down here broken how much of the threshold a lot of distance,  
from time between fight, to the photons craftily produced  
starting from the Meadbank.  Too much to tapes carried out; 
with the altretanto you arrive in the detector in the Phantom  
of the energy of the photon to consider that these photon 
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produce Time later in the technician distribution drive code; 
10 BT and 50 BT consequently form the greater part  
of the uprose of the intelligent laboratory Brunswick DIN  
of Danish of north with fear and frenzy, all always intensified, 
marking the crushed house through commerce, detecting NE213  
for 8 photon takes only this Window dulled too with the interior  
and external part interior of relative time and scopr with code- 
weened Scyldings, those which were fulled in top of that one, 
had the belonged iron barrier crying outside, a standard answer 
to prove mostr have bond than an every entire possible enemy  
of the relative of a god was the clips the terrible song, the cry  
resounding the pain which inside on having to suck it asunder 
from the fire within smokes, from the more and brave bone, 
from the ending of neutron in wall and experimental pavement, 
from gunsight and corridor, from the bottom of combat 
with ground, from each possible entirety man capacity, 
from miracle, from courageous fine bone ash, from smoke, 
from clip fire in inside, from the conquered and strong  
prisoner of the hell, from the time-calibrated, 
bone-decorated spectral river of the neutron, 
from the arrival of time and space borne like leaves, 
like floating swords on the spectral river of the photon, 
like gleaming shields on the spectral river of English, 
like bronze helmets on the spectral neutron river of beer. 
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VACILLUS 
 
 
 
I will not weary the reader with a description 
of measured, floating, unconcerned intervals,  
taken for targets, into which the second winter  
storm had fallen, destroying the object before it  
opened on that long morning and longer afternoon,  
more absorbed than secure again in the presence  
of the military, in the dark tides of safety,  
in the rain and darkness watching church towers 
slide down into ruin, carrying away both rudder  
and anchor, night and the dawn rising up  
like flotsam and an almost continuous streamer  
of loneliness in human skins. Apparently we are  
getting ready for a struggle.  Schoolboy dreams  
of battle and heroism amid the failing hands  
we throw to mark our place.  And in the sky 
the sight of all this armament, imagination 
were mysterious as well as busy, and morning  
contains only a very inaccurate description  
of the killing of an inch of ourselves, every jolt, 
the blood busy in our pit with a hollow sound  
of hammering heard for the first time as the dead  
on the outskirts lock up and leave, talking  
vigorously about the battle, the trees, blood red,  
an unfamiliar everything behind the wagon  
that we flung him in, the man in a ditch  
with a flag on a long pole, become belligerent 
for some desperate glory without success. 
As much notice of such confessions made  
to signal as the stereotyped glittering formulae  
smothering on innocent tongues, knowing  
no power for use against the body, helpless  
in that pit of ours, swollen full of flags  
and pennants and sadness come clattering  
down like hussars burst into smoky red flame  
under the railway bridge where men fall  
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into heard music and the colours of earth. 
The horrible eyes all vaguely flickering  
with the inevitable suggestion of dense black  
shadows and the night swallowed up with wind, 
and every morning bitter.  Beyond the shore 
there are waters blown by loneliness  
into our heritage, the colossal mechanism  
so lonely laid away.  The night skies coil 
into burning funnels of broken red  
fragments upon the flower of dawn. 
All this is ended now.  All else begins.  
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TELLEPHONE 
 
 
 
When you reach open ground constantly these explanations  
must be hostilely addressed to those who want to find some 
Kavallerie escarmouche inside this sort of thing itself  
without coming too again precipitate its own main thing  
 
and continuation page to support hostilely line battle 
but then again to know well in this case the facts 
 that presupposed that you adapt first to role and forms  
and only later safe for riding on difficult ground away  
 
to invent a ruse to meet every emergency as it occurs  
under fully hostilely rate; but if you are riding along 
narrow roads by your friend and you come near the enemy 
maintain available horse well, for in this way all states are 
 
invariably welcome, like cut-out dice to men with the power  
to inform another one in his having by the word of the mouth,  
you compensate it when she behaves as you wish, and she  
punishes it when she is disobeying, confusing the relief  
 
of the bit with the deliverance of the constreñimiento,  
owing to his raised position, the rider finds the cut  
with the Persan SABRE more effective than the push  
with the sword, to acquaint himself with all hostile  
 
and friendly country alike, for in case he is without  
personal experience, in attempts to invade the enemy's  
country, in case they come across pathless woodland,  
no confidence in themselves or their best probability 
 
to enter cunningly this country to flurry and wound  
the enemy and the position of its avançées positions 
due against such attacks, using Godto take the precautions, 
which ensures its several ends later the force, for any 
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it corrompt, since every man is himself the measure 
when the enemy learned how adapts that can capture  
yourselves be as well as patrol and rescue your friends,  
to damage anything filched by cunning, to remove into  
 
safety from as great a distance as possible can see  
the point of this if you consider can't misjudge what is  
also easier to manage, in difficulties and preoccupied, 
bodies edit to feign excess of caution and reluctance  
 
to take risks is really nothing more safe in retreat nor more  
profitable than the practical application of deception, 
called for in coping with courage when the call comes 
for a shorter or longer time, the mark of incessant plots,  
 
for these devices whose numbers he reckons to be more 
utterly inadequate to risk a conflict if the city falls back 
misled, because they continue a processing of the false  
information is to whom it is unfamiliar as men with eyes  
 
differ from the blind on the difficult ground, tender-footed  
like the advance and retreat as much as much does not carry  
them, the more they are apt to blunder, pensandola to be them  
that it must special for there, but much sagacity is, compared  
 
with those easy patrols which hardened them good feet, 
the great part differ elasticity from the lamierina, endless  
if duty requires of the men to see in disturbance more  
numerous and exacting than the most strenuous want, 
 
in the they are must see directly in the enemy that are  
familiar with the locality supports carried out with sweat  
and drudgery, will differ in the fact the fact that elections 
became the very different things, customers customized  
 
in the command of a higher force, a long apprenticeship to toil  
that ennobles the natural resource of men who are deprived  
of food, meeting with another assiduously cultivated error  
at the expense of much stronger folk, an insufficient total force 
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in order to inform full conscious is the had occurred,  
must undertake you never recall troubles will be troubles  
far more than the arts of war, to leave them hapless to it,  
the fruits of other men's labours in a difficult country for horses. 
 
It should be noticed that to live on land, too, bears closer  
resemblance to flying, waits to hesitate, in, gives form  
to come close to itself here that I give to live and to obtain  
peace in the long carcass measure of the charge to process. 
 
Pillage, though no action of man I know not why any art should be.  
 
Or, if they know each with you, not for those who reap  
But must work or must eat, else it is a problem how 
close full never they would get fullfilled, in the hope  
always other which is with respect to equal promises, 
a victory however which never not to remove remorse, 
not no ratio there to count because a new sight of the world  
also only be its such a force it can to some extent realize  
and with little catch of the danger Weltanschauung will occur, 
if they suppose to take the loss awaited in the cause in order  
to be stronger of as an enemy, who will attack in order to seize 
control of form of them, not wait promises made for loudspeakers. 
 
I would like to add a word. 
 
If you . . .  during the decades and the . . . in following years . . . . 
 
Well - what is determined really for an election of this type?  
You know that that this fêz on kranbalken is limited, if the best,  
to note that it better inside thus if is distant a small time to believe  
processing magician that another time coalitions will have that  
 
to be given form, or to the left or in the center however,  
which you who have more elections in following decades 
in order to be more weaker of that the enemy they use force  
available whole in the attack when it played the whole force  
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in an attack in a stronger force, after which the good process 
is that they are appropriate, much stronger, if the commander  
order to seize part of its force in the attack of the whole,  
this with the play from it in the continuation if it tests  
 
synopses with a force and a case not gotten for much knowledge  
in advance, the whole its force should not use the very better  
horses if it does of preserves it of the election and the men  
must associates in such coalition certify jealously of that half  
 
that the men during the slowest meetings limited so if possible  
nobody gets the full power, and in some probability is a right  
side and would like are withdrawn,  the politics of the road  
intact remains a case in kranbalken and you it is the elections  
 
or the others consequences things are today a largely complete  
extension of the country of the prisoners continued with the lack  
of horsemanship to be played to find the cut external to be for 
horses and the men, who are good, arrange themselves to conform, 
 
some, to be formed control of, for the example, you the type  
of the decisions is known that the sound is hard, too, the place 
to precede the wide sketch is of others of these inaqualities  
in the country, since which had others numbers to run up  
 
and prevented and to be rolled up by others,  made in parliament  
today, not an establishment sovereign, cannot prescribe or decide  
any thing another one frequently in order to carry out far, in what  
but what we were burst to make the end of a sick person in particular. 
 
 If we to the provisionses of the treated ones seem as that one situation  
of the nation of the Scarpursrs with control services a quota of the infantry 
of you have D have parry to the peace today as the ambuscades influences  
E, if, hidden far I incite the infantry pretends too, I know that the peoples  
 
in some sides say frequent, "because you he makes the word constantly  
that we are sick," we the daily life continues as much that you are useful  
to this end, also useful to, with suddenly the enemy are behind Kavallerie,  
that they would control a some man, when they fall into a ambuscade,  
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and the fact which, be two army hostile, that, if some mixture you offer 
for some first during day not no difficulty have, if, suppose some these  
tactic, but a discover where the can space to suddenly direct it always  
the fêz; this "sick person ," as you can see, eats the day the day after,  
 
works inside during the day controlling good of Kavallerie,  
can only find the men, intelligence, the exposure of reliability  
and courage, with whirling of the input the enemies required,  
able in top for its words and the activity to train the men  
 
under him by those which is good it to obey, because its slowest  
character chains battle above face face or two strategic positions  
to whirl, and to withdraw ** time out ** after such operation  
full gives rhythm in beginning general sound  outside/inside  
 
slow a rate/rhythm, but in gallop in free country only Finte  
much with form necessary discussable service to such indefinite  
articles into ensku lmposslble interplay incident did not remotely  
be probably much more, loading for the house of them with a desire 
  
on the other hand, underneath conditions show a single mote guess 
not the commander in this type this way, and then after too much  
whirling to exert and kranbalken in gallop behind four or five  
of the good horses and then another time does it which in the point  
 
of obvious resistance is themselves and it is something sufficient 
but always necessary which can be struck in the good thing, the good  
moment thinking of the current position and fullfilled one becomes 
shut yet, perhaps, rearmost move, pay lip service to some, into the thicket  
 
loss to become now stretcher by its intention with Kavallerie  
in nonman country, to and during the day of it; as you can say  
that this person is sick in the sight of him, so that he writes  
of that which must form is possible among that, connecting  
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the seraph, without doubt kvisast út out as though ~Acephale~ shut  
all that which will occur in a paramount way.  But the question is not  
if a nation is still of with a great force to be always held hurries.  
I do not want to say: brjósti go forward fara fram úr this duality?  
 
RIVER Columbine, there be allowed be , the condition pay lip 
that the small naked quantity of the numbers increases energies  
of the men of resistance and its rate they require, in order to be good,  
the fact that you decide, , them see that it start make simulacrum  
 
while the Orð mote become guano, for all that with the seraph  
connect the Satan, and the Satan, if you a farmer, give the device  
a responsability jump or a commander, healthy decision no fruit,  
not alive and the operation of the have frighten, of its SPIRIT economy, 
  
though a whole. ;fn) typical beckoning could á brjósti been conceive then,  
accustom mote ask, who would á formed the victory more crucially, man 
of a wicked manoeuvre to carry those through assistance sky in order  
to come into part a in competing nihilism, into part this throw back  
 
a virtual motor, into part a Manichean dualism, a tout a fait principle  
with deluge the culture as much to quickly increase a certain manner  
which little to obstruct supplement thousand Kavallerien agreeably,  
but the zujubelt of betaeubt, if because a person eats and the work does not. 
 
Commonality var undecided, how whom, accustom the way in who,  
river both slope, the drama var alive out, and overcoded, as though indefinite  
article into ensku invariable competition in between kind and citizen know 
if cavalry not believe a force for manufacture extrangeiros two hundred  
 
that presence become discipline entirety force competition in arrow  
with a contemplative question, a sacrifice eliciting a sacrifice to say  
two afbrigðiaf confront with the holy single allo-.  This criterion  
however time out its more simple to find little de man which much  
 
which apply Obacht suitable its horse and to become to practise,  
intelligent inside for correct slapstick with Vaudeville and film  
and Burst.   Pair the realisation with death accustom clear up  
into similar terms while trail this thought further, to produce 
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large fear required for extrangeiroskontingentaprecíam.  Such a cost 
its horse to pay, to consider to object strong spoils in a give out.  
Today blow face deprived Leið of the alive single further universal  
formula lip service confidence typical into our thus primordial day. 
 
To the invaslon so too much more than the great able sound  
to cause, correctly defense, and they take it with too to gain. 
Belobigung is as this person he himself feels, can say will true  
uniform enrolled to form there in order to leave work,  
 
rich person man, who with nihilism, industrial music and youth  
crupper to create a Golem, not to form sole with the sensual  
hoodlum there in a trice give loose tauminn, a lightning  
with act on varphysical insufficient to connect force for direct 
 
recommittal back in the embodied virtual military breath  
into the technology had conjoined with the I hatred everything  
believe as some foreign resident to trust in Kavallerie, infantry 
too, with swagger play there throw back back, they lastly did.  
 
There var, for all that, urgent difference or defect with similar  
accuracy significant to have the assent of the engineer regarding 
the reproduction of exhortation conspiracy, the repetitious 
shootings, quirk with ~earthquake~ and ~doom~, Þess vegna 
 
betaeubte execution well to were directly sophisticated horror 
with a movie suddenly a further paradox grayling and Klebold  
seem swagger to be imitating the period of war foemen, not some  
nenhuns consulting that can will in the victim to guess some predict, 
 
lorn total demand to shape them self-utterance, the price, after all,  
with they were dead, sprung as though a amaze, sole witness split 
jed regiment in two service, positioning colonel different in voice 
and in dreams can  make the supôr operational, to even appear var, 
 
to become be excluded, mediatised, as different they freely only ask 
with its whole energy already available, written on the life of the act.  
Initially, a new form of prying vegur with þess vegna is the essential  
zone with contestative Auglýsingaskyni, whom is made into live  
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panopticon thought and a more difficult insight: viða að sér snuggled up 
form perseverance Suponha out into the message nearness, sole kvisast út 
and river everyone ratio save of the disintegrate remarkable by microphone,  
when because the security of repair of idea of General have define heroism  
 
as though indefinite article ensku -undirstaða a kind of general thievery  
as fortresses, cannot include/understand entirely the nature of the illness. 
The primordial var had become a repute event, the vector of violence 
connecting structure is - note: the translation finishes here, because the text  
 
which you have maintained exceeds the maximum.  Nor have you come  
here in the hope that I will read out a long recipe for a cure. 
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GLUTEUS & PHILIBUSTER 
 
 
 
the present are nothing but signs 
 
wrong-minded, up to form however 
weeping, screaming for the same  
 
to be the same, [[exultant clone]] 
with yourself wasted on yourself 
 
while upward your invention 
becomes the explicit explicit 
test your late invention upward 
 
destruction [[rattly and widly gets]] 
your petition train up upon [hojo] 
variously variously while ovation 
 
this those [[could]] undertake* the World 
of such an object wasted on things 
 
thanks to [[algebraic]] miscalculation,  
and to cry blue murder in some lair 
 
minus the blood, there are echoes  
of this place till then like utter present 
 
the continuity of a practical intent 
and excess in the writings, present  
 
with your cloning machine upward  
 
yourself whether [ježo] by road,  
[[causing]] rattly [[clone]] waffle   
to talk rattly there is Throne  
and there is earnestly invention. 
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And the element of sacrifice  
 
At times workmanly yound  
he is [[presents pecifically]] 
to withhold practice work 
and  to cry blue murder  
 
down some self-defeating road 
wound up to put him within 
an ideological influence 
  
[[clone]] videlicet 10wear away  
this present with  your utter withal 
 
this your [[Clone]] is 10 wear away times 
within the register of expenditure,  
total memory, sacrificedupward,  
[[ties]] him with telling this 
 
[[why.effectgoes]]  why however trudge,  
(whom do you take me for two-way-up to) 
trigger others, summoning up less  
than, this replicate thousand 
 
with ambivalence and escalation 
and him tell them with your turn 
present with and build however 
 
in your worthy sovereignty for all 
as an action in itself arisen infested  
in the violent thingummy withdrawn  
into a violent death within utter 
cloning process if we grasp it  
as an instance of that more general 
revenge of the sacred seizing him 
to prevail upon young and old 
and your personnel plen] wareroom, 
there is within however scare 
causing The City within to stop 
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in permanent tension, a restricted space  
near build ever so clone after alone 
proves inextinguishable  
against this ground,  
a bloody-minded reversal  
of those gunned down, 
fatal strategy to its own horizon. 
 
NEAR attendant after hank so as to him  
near can these am desert against me different  
fardel upward your artifice prebiti your clone  
these am desert against me different fardel ovation  
affair certain Couch Donny assay your late artifice  
upward ever so sewer rattly ampersand widly  
gets your forgiveness breed up against I hojo  
if ježo among drive, causing rattly clone wafer  
till then alike NEAR attendant after breathe rattly  
there am sound II Z Rattly Throne ampersand there, 
am earnestly Z ever so ÿíèå) against these appointment biggin,  
these such can attack* the Pax after artifice.  
 
Not without its random targets  
of opportunity blindly provoked  
in the aftermath of all their extravagance. 
 
So far, NEAR attendant do up  
your cloning engine upward alone  
thanks near algebraic miscalculation,  
near bawl azure assassination  
ever so clone exactly 10abrade,  
fardel blue-collar worker yound he am,  
clone withheld near practice handiwork  
attendant after specifically near bawl azure  
assassination these wherefore attendant  
after your where up near him sound II  
your Clone there added to everything else different, 
Clone adjust after, ties him whom gre upward, bar,  
âçèìàåòñÿ pike him at ever so wall,  
near close sound alone  
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hog Z (whom contract thou finger me  
behalf twain-avenue-up near) Rattly Throne)  
goes after telling consequence  
wherefore ever so slug clone near  
prevail on s.o. after bottom  
ever so cloning examination  
these to ring the changes  
on chiliad after rats,  
causing The City at near bung crawl  
after their Prebiti, The City there am  
at ever so affright within your personnel.  
 
Informal, commensal and tenaciously-formed 
prayers and condolences would be torn to shreds 
urgent by panic fascination in the absence of  
a practical failure.  Sacrifice, reversed  
into the climate of violence together at all  
deserves to die.  Anything to affirm the motives  
of a destructive animus posthumously defeated. 
 
NEAR attendant after there am fill Z ternary  
other narrate their after your Clone, undivulged  
your Visitation assays near encounter Rattly Throne  
whom contract there am different yound winsomly 
thou finger me behalf among their sound II Clone 
Rattly Throne turn in your address, near bawl azure  
condign assassination clones sound II cloning cause 
Fardel does him, green-aged clones, after ÿíèå the inclusion. 
 
Its challenge, the emptiness repaired,  
lost above infinitely awful rituals of grief. 
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AMON DUUL III 
 
 
 
His/her father Li empereres Anchises on the shoulders,  
car for color sun violin in orchestra appendix, her chat  
conversation no matt matter fut,  
crumb haste about her custume am qu'il chat 
conversation conversation getting his  
son of Askanius with the hand, protect himself before leisir 
its more nut/mother comes, was more fuoriuscitofeuer  
quant her refrecet the hero of his city conquered of the father 
and with the identification of mult ahead boastful lu flyalarm 
but the gene, in which it is, exausted at sea, in Antandrus,  
which is small left, which had arrived here ace as enquiry  
which around gathered extremely used with protection  
with you in the great number, the men, the women and  
the children, the poor devil take place, activate mult bone  
betray the origin of human of the country, all volume  
and all under the relative report/ratio of the new country  
of origin. Li reis Marsilies am mult getting autobahn enemis.  
Always doubt it, destiny, in which those vergoennen of peaces 
block the fixed presence of Ganzheit-ein, at petnaest, at vint,   
at num, cez lyric ace din activate ci betray, distracts the fleet  
in spaces in function to carry out, at the beginning of Fruehlinges  
it rifinite, under veiling to go was.  Older him in the relative center,  
which hero of Anchises of greise, has the character at the beginning  
and with the alive wellbeing the first time displayed given, inserted  
in the eternal origin of the country, din avrez at betray, about ocire  
I metrai has a mien filz, and with some wine resounded the protest, 
the pain of boat, if they be the rupture leave remote same line 
of shore of country of origin and by this sight of sight of fleet 
tugovati contains car for purrai estre with the scaric protection  
of Gestade Thrakiens with you disappear time of out of  out 
of that continuous release that much of day be, with which the wild  
Veraechter acclimatize dist li Sarrazins, "Dunt Enz car for train 
Train bad ace Has a  bit adventure very much to the point  
of current period resemble, getting autobahn avoez her din sivrat  
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inhabitant relative however, like along time like avrezesist children  
Bedingung, acclimatize quid, postpone with some cheque addition,  
additional, cute, wanken and outside with the lago  
itself, acclimatize betray.  But this relation had suffered (quant vus) 
éparpillement cruel probability to bind the young person to el castle  
seignurill, gesteinigt of Belagerern under the walls.  The young person  
however float respunt: attach bosom car for allocation assignment,  
allocation against di Telamonier, drat chrestiens 
Deus only din I šaka.  Her vul become "Uncore purrat guarir," 
connected to a perfidious country, with a new city, with this peace to give. 
Exkursion taken by Thrakier of the boat of the grippato before the eyes  
on which the bank had belonged it to the relative boats before the points  
of delay, a line pleasant of shore be enter to it external in the country  
with its friend and the NATO with you, in the command, be go at a address  
and have the reason, it regulate to recreate, inside, it with possession of effect  
of destiny mean and that calm in bottom of outside to avoid entirely the joy,  
that, like the heading of straight line emigration, droites after what the anus  
indicates & organizes, that structure already interior and Heropious erflehen  
to the father and his more nut/mother, and cleaned for Venus until Gestade  
with the victim.  In the proximity it was a happy hill, on Kornellen  
and in the face of myrten, which is expensive rampantly in Unsterblichen 
for its factory protection; it carried the untadligen is it, became. After this  
Waeldchen disappears, for which the ponticelli it manufactured to coldly  
cover furnace of the pages of copper controlled the miracle of Grausigkeit.  
As soon as violent one would not have shrubs of the roots to tear  
to the top of this spirit of the black poured and distributed on the green  
mass of the forest, formed firmly in the spirit of the mass and the flehte  
of the corridors, around of which frights of the left also to turn that,  
which threatened this character of the force grippato with Baeumchen,  
on the mass which controls it, entwurzeln.  Gémissement this pietoso  
the mass believe finally a voice with the ears, spoken in dial tones  
about the processing lost about catch: " this torment you I, my unhappy  
alive interior in this mass, in which the enracine and they attach on this  
forest, which I like notionless in the past, zerschmettert under space  
of the walls that the bestattet here freely space to wound, do not protect  
you however, this bank threatens you and all of stupidity; because the sex  
of the traitor in this country always governs, fright restored initially 
with a witness of the people erased by clan, all who are are connected  
to you with the permission with them summers, that place of the verruchte  
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stopped and shifted afterwards in unhappy Polydorus, which celebrated  
on the execution of execution, its boats always the distance, it it and worms  
on the left side of the gate with them danced stopped.  The favorable wind  
must external soon far far in the open ocean carried out and after the lucky  
release at sea, under a quantity of other islands, in small beautiful island,  
when it which it laughs at the tides, it has geerschienen with them, 
that an island indicated in litoraneilaendern, pitifully would have here  
in the center of Zykladeninseln the lower part of the sea, which could defy  
the storms far far and nourishes the lucky inhabitants, the human ones,  
geweiht with  the gastliche, buoaleute, with the controlled fleet  
and a sure gate received the tired sailors with the impact in a distance.  
They took program and enter the city with the reverence deep,  
Simultaneous, modified, with seizings knows you around roughly  
an old friend of the main frame.  Protection from the island is detailed  
and required with a durable workstation; not to leave it with the sex  
your favourites, help them, according to the extinct base!  They give  
us a character, the display of interior you, like value threshold  
that surrounds the tempiale and has it, resounded obviously the whole  
and apparent whole mountains, which ensures the end of section  
and the open tempiale of corridors of the external network section  
of the dreifusse of Orakel and the persistent people transported  
and turned over by Dardaner, with restarting unpaese, already  
with junctor of their sigg of the ancestors.  Their old search  
of the men more nut/mother it: here of the house of the Enkelkinder  
it all gestirannolaender with you the mass, with the voice of the broken  
mass humiliate.  When they had believed the favorable impression,  
they always connected up joyfully with the strongly developed radiation  
of Getuemmel and with where new country of origin.  Thus Beratschlagten  
enters, if same, the hero venerable, its high voice above cronometra  
towards the richer island of the sea an island is installed, which goes  
down the bin of our subset of the mass memory, the whole distance  
from the mountain to this country of the island, Idagebirg.  With you  
the hundred cities is not here too in a distance, transmits as well, in order  
to handle the wind with us, then our fleet occurs the third morning  
of the face in an island.  I fed/I fed t, I fed round the j. & adv., marked  
himself before I fed ieved ./fam t, n. ieved fuoriuscitofeuer the labors  
conquered  the identification gene, e confound oncert ccustomed,  
exausted  I undo, e confound nt d sessed, oncert had arrived I fed.  
here oncert   d .  achfre v. e confound the  nd, the id she colour too highly,  
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the ke ted the n., the cherish andras used ed, the de  offered  the faltered   
adow that d led ted d the   test dan the ed adroddiad/ratio  the sted faltered   
de fed,  d dwell the he lounged, e confound oncert mince vergoennen   
the , cales the ydd ve done  ted Ganzheit-een fanned . the characteristic   
the hed e confound spaces e confound the function  t makes wept, v.   
the 'n flaen  the babandod  Fruehlinges I fed rifinite, dan   go n.. .  
oncert n. I fed e confound the ed have angered, oncert the babandod ted   
the admitted wellbeing the 'n flaen I may be v. , that I fed inserted the ed  
de  the faltered. **I may be-wept** hed  I had coiled ill be neglecting ted   
the v. the ed  n., v. v. adow the rhwyg caniatâd belled have enrolled v. v.   
spoiled  es it intermarry  faltered de ted ill despise this hed the achfre lamber  
v.  I may be  ** wept  ** I will be adventuring that othered have had that  
have begged  Dered this berthynas had they amassing éparpillement swear;  
d, v. the id they dethrone wanken ted wept  the lago had itself Exkursion  
it centred wave ill despise the hey rang n, who were connected, nt  
converses perfidious faltered, that  he leads the uacks  the conversested  
grippato  this   ll pursue. the  uacks .  gesteinigt  Belagerern dan the  
barwydennau ted before the es  the t. had grumbled ld sacrifice,  oncert  
the t had  I fed  the ed boats before the atalnodau  the rth. **I may be-wept**  
the , that  e  es it intermarry adow ngly toriously . ttered e confound  
the faltered  I fed y hired ted the NATO v., e confound the , adow go   
ted nect ted  the I have passed  ted sted labors, I fed regulate recreate, inside,  
I fed  elw  l  he lounged I foretold ted that v. e confound he has stirred wept   
the ve reproached already d received n. andized ted Heropious erflehen   
I fed aged achfre e confound Unsterblichen; arweiniai Ay she dart  the t  
ted I fed ieved ./fam, that ill despise She vibrates looked  the untadligen  
j. lenied dan lamber  the victim. E confound the   ted happy allt,  Kornellen  
ted e confound the mplete  myrten, nt had lost rampantly I fed, became.  
I will be adventuring this oncert the ponticelli I fed manufactured   
cedes obscurity the pages ted h  wept  obscurity.  here I fed e had racked  
chwl  the s  the ld lame  Grausigkeit. D embellish hed d embellish t  
have enrolled would had grumbled  shrubs  the ll cobble  you will wave   
the s ng,  the .  this v.  the black . ted ed I fed  the I have controlled er   
the , oncert were  v. ddi-sigl  the  e confound the v.  the veins.  
'n llwfr n the er ted the flehte e confound Nymphen the ted Bacchus,  
this She vibrates  achfre thrakischen  the oncert brawiau, sessed,  
will co-ordinate chwl that oncert threatened this the ld lame.  
ave gone the educate  the grippato  had raised Baeumchen substitute  
ted the ginocchio  the er, nt will co-ordinate chwyddedig, racked I fed,  
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I fed entwurzeln. here gémissement this could pietoso the er choelia  
ted jy conceal  the chlustiau, oncert t, that caen spoken e confound the you  
will trail mastered about the marted n. about rl: " this . 'ch , lded?' admitted  
d received e confound this er, e confound oncert the enracine ted v. ast  this,  
e confound oncert . notionless the nd r has imitated. I fed/I fed d, 'ch,  
had charmed, pertinently, that  e confound the past, oncert zerschmettert   
I fed/I fed t  ill feed before 'ch es dan space  the barwydennau ill despise  
sessed.  Gebein n.  ill despise pietoso Thrakiern ted e confound the faltered   
the t chyfrwng that the bestattet here andled space  -,  had grumbled marked  
'ch. 'ch this t, debyced ged 'ch ted d dirty; d the the bradwr e confound this  
faltered had the ted  ted, y/went  m e confound do you resound ted will flee   
the mplete ted  I fed/I fed t ted ave gone  . ted witness  the bobl e bewailed  
ill despise ould bake. d j. had been   the caniatâd flaunt pressed, that the ed   
the verruchte I had depressed entweihten.  E nocking n. t gives ted shifted  
I will be adventuring e confound lded oncert demned have enrolled  the lt   
lt, I fed boats  the on, I fed I fed ted oined  the sessed  the v. flaunt rofited  
t gives the committed rous must ttered hed belled belled e confound the I  
undo t put wept ted I will be adventuring the 'n ffodus have had  I undo,  
dan nd  . islands, e confound d ew ve found, v. I fed oncert I fed laughs   
the de,  geerschienen flaunt were  the hed chwyddedig chyfrwng.  
the ed quired n. d embellish d embellis, I fed that v.  delights had been, 
had grumbled one ted I fed, v. , rambled d embellish v. e confound .  
islands ted e confound litoraneilaendern, pitifully would  here,  
that ted had ly e confound the have angered  Zykladeninseln the ed    
the I undo, oncert could d the  belled belled ted have been led  
the 'n ffodus breswylwyr. this the offered v., oncert addasedig  
I fed  the ted here, the geweiht  the acknowledgement that ed  
had ted the gastliche, buoaleute were. here e had racked hed ted  
ted ddilysed v. ll the ed figures. Hey used to put bless ted ngly  
the labors, that oncert I fed the impact were the ncrease ested.  
Simultaneous I fed out, modified, popularized ice schlaefe ted   
the e confound the j. & adv., Ankoemmlingen rged ted ured greisen  
d received an t will praise y hired  the the nect ted ted  I fed/I fed  
chymdeithion  the j. & adv. . vide  the barwydennau ted chatted  
I flee e confound the found wallfahrteten henafgwr tempiale.   
She vibrates  achfre  the ve. baffiedig e confound the ncrease, t 
hat before the dj.  ted andized  Handintroverts Beschuetzer the bobl   
the st  the d, goenn  . ted beguile I will be clogging; had grumbled   
caniatâd I fed  the  'ch favourites, v. have gone, n. the  enses!  
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d embellish v. de  the y fling oncert oved  adow had reduced ave resided? 
She vibrates, unsern the d help  d received 'ch!" d embellish hed  
d embellish I fed , debyced cures hissing  She vibrates, unpaese,  
debyced, Lorbeerhain had spoken that I fed ing the tempiale ted   
I fed, d the  ted assing  mountains, oncert has traveled the lish   
ested ted the  tempiale the ttered ested  the dreifusse  Orakel:  
" the persistent bobl .  ng ill despise Dardaner,  restarting already  
rhwydwaith  junctor  ave completed sigg  the will deepen.  
ave completed t will praise chwilfa  the id she colour too highly  
ieved ./fam I fed: here the confound relati have enrolled delays  
v. the enkelkinder I fed d the gestirannolaender v. the er ",   
the y conceal  sessed She vibrates that d  the d er .. V.  
caen orrent the committed or, v.  connected  coupled   
the ered you may give ested; the radiation  Getuemmel n.  
you may give ted ccustomed 'ch aruthreddau nd-hey had fomented ,   
this had finished the faltered hey cried  the saving oppressed  
areithia ted   sted faltered  de. V.  beratschlagten ngly, v. leted,  
confound the ill despise Vorwelt, I fed urn y conceal : " * * **  
v. shaggy cronometra shaggy marcatura 'ch, I fed ve shown bobl cesses ",  
'areithia I fed, " 'ch ed they pleaded.  the the richer ve found  the I undo  
v. buked, oncert sh forbore She vibrates. V. mble Crete ted n.   
the would bag  v. subset  the er rites. TED tly Hauptgebirg the on the the  
do you wallop will co-ordinate would flee, inattentive this faltered   
the ve found, Idagebirg.  the relati v. the feet  red the ieved ested   
the committed  ted  e responds, belabors the faltered j. verziert.  
d together must t v. t had charmed Teucer e confound the 'n.… 
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DEBBIE'S FUNERAL 
 
 
 
Quartet score:  
 
Seven years until ours  
brought strong point onwards  
those part of the world 
within novel people,  
conceive to Latitude,  
and dedicated wholly  
persons sit wake peer.  
 
We are engaged within war's touch, 
conceive and dedicated,  
à till booming trade endure 
onwards within topping battle-field  
thence war.  
 
We have come to devote  
within share thence field,  
like within latest resting-place  
those who here yielded they reside  
who the people might reside.  
It is progress and proper  
who will perform those.  
We ignore character not devote, 
ignore character not ordain, 
ignore character not superficial, 
those shunting yard station and dead,  
dead who wrestling here, worn, remote,  
above ours poor power  
until worldwide will little sound,  
solely worn ignored character  
not ever unlearn who they did here.  
 
It is with us, the station, vacant,  
until the unfinished work thus  
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vacant with us before this honour, 
dead we wear devotion yielded  
until the unconditional  transaction  
here highly resolve this  
dead not died vainly  
within one's  novel birth  
not perish from the soil. 
 
Quartet score: 
 
Seven år to ours  
author brought  
energetic point  
onwards they  
some of the earth,  
in novel they conceive 
Latitude in courteous warfare,  
error character speculator  
à to boom trade hold out.  
 
Vi sit by onwards in  
the engagement-field  
that's the lot warfare.  
 
Vi has to devote to  
in claim that's the lot field 
in slowest interval-pose  
to whom yield they reside,  
whom they be at liberty to reside,  
wholly adequate in moderation,  
error character  devote to error character,  
error character no peripheral shunting site, 
the vigorous people, station  
and inanimate, whom wrestling  
belated to attach worldwide  
little tone, no speculator  
à to boom trade retain  
whom by oneself trite error  
character no mind unlearn. 
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It is by us the station,  
out of work, sit over here  
dedicated  to the not concluded  
jobs whom they fought over  
here one's here  
through here nobly belated.  
 
It is out of work by us,  
duty proves, hence honour  
inanimate wear appendix  
sacrifice to whom bargain  
where they yield  
unconditionally by sacrifice  
current inanimate vil  
no one's died  
futile whom they they,  
and whom reign  
by the they versus the they,  
not to be destroyed from the earth 
 
Quartet nick and seven år ilm: 
 
Our author bears energetic issue onward  
some of issue garden wanting bears latitude 
and consecrate motion air all folks bestride 
wanting. billet brilliance courteous war,  
overtake here conceive  
and overtake here consecrate,  
error character speculator à ilm  
bears boom bargain hold out.  
 
Vi bestride onward wanting 
billet brilliance bond-field  
that issue lot war bears devote, 
bears wanting, 
straight wanting.  
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Air above here afford they dwell  
air issue acquainted at freedom. 
Dwell.  Issue on.  All proceed  
and adequate air commit they, 
by itself, wanting.  
 
Billet ample abstinence 
bears error character  
no shunting billet.  
Issue vigorous folks,  
missions and dead air wrestling  
one's tritecontest above here,  
belated tasa-averages action, 
little noise, no speculator  
bargain arrest air vi multiply  
above here, by itself trite  
no mind unlearn air above here.  
 
issue on. by thee issue  
missions, out of miracle,  
ilm. bears bestride  
consecrate above here  
ilm. bears issue  
nay ax miracle  
air they air   
above here one's here  
overtake here  
nobly belated. issue on.  
out of miracle by thee ilm.  
bears bestride above here  
consecrate ilm.  
bears issue brilliance-issue duty  
certify ahead vi air hence honour  
honour dead add offer  
ilm. bears air let where they afford  
issue foregoing implicit walk by  
offer air vi above here  
greatly loose air current  
dead vil  
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no one's died  
frivolous air  
they they,  
whilst Godhead,  
one's wanting, 
billet new birth  
and air reign  
by issue they,  
versus issue they,  
bears issue they,  
no demolish from garden 
 
incise and week.  
book-maker  
bears  question  
question garden,  
wants.  
billet új õk,  
conceive, bears,  
and consecrate.  
bears question  
atmosphere folks rides.  
Carry - are. 
engaged billet luminosity  
- war, point if atmosphere, 
if all overtake mistake. 
character bears.  
who rides wants.  
luminosity -  
question  
field question  
lot war.  
possesses calls.  
bears.  
bears wants.  
billet ask that question, 
wants.  
atmosphere over  
gives lives atmosphere  
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question knew liberty.  
bears lives.  
their appropriate atmosphere commit.  
 
By herself, wants.  
abstinence, mistake  
character no.  
bears mistake  
character no.  
mistake character  
no billet.  
 
question folks,  
missions and dead,  
atmosphere wrestling,  
belated over knew below - averages did - small clamour.  
no atmosphere hectograph.  
bears question  
mistake character  
no atmosphere over.  
 
missions, who wonder,  
consecrate over.  
bears question  
no cleaver wonder  
atmosphere atmosphere  
over overtake belated.  
their who wonder by you.  
bears rides over consecrate.  
bears question luminosity -  
question duty-bound  
atmosphere dead applies  
bears atmosphere megelõzõ  
billet új szü letés bears question, 
no knew tear down from question garden, 
walk by offer atmosphere  
over very lax atmosphere  
and atmosphere by question, question 
dead frivolous atmosphere. 
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CASTORIA BETRAYS BENADRYL 
 
 
 
All along [[unfolds]] the breadth  
causes us prosecute a [[pilgrimage]]  
to life: a shipwreck can be noted  
to a city that's all there is to it  
round ~existence and [[sustenance]]~.  
to the south along the [[uneven]]  
[[terrain]] to the river border again 
round 5,000 [år], [vi] [ville] look for, 
though [vi] turned [vor] in the north 
to a peculiar human hiding to the river. 
 
Groups survived quit the ultimate 
hardwood, character, [[mythological]]  
agency and [[existential]] the agenda. 
to perish perish happily at liberty, 
to escape the annoying and banal 
[par], possibly to [[immortalize]] 
their moment' of truth to love 
purchased although highly lifelike 
full of ideas [[startling]] at first 
amid they five [[millennia]] the 
reality to their cities and immerse 
themselves to a [[hedonistic]] seed  
[[hyper]]-ultimate days to yours 
task to spending the life aroused 
in, say a ~[[existential]] airport~  
to life after death, a way-out  
and self-contained depict Hit  
on a inanimate-[[phenomenon]]-quit;  
it is a breaking, a breaking and a port.  
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What matters and [[modalities]] admit  
such altitudes to [[existential]] agenda?  
The city is placed round 500 mileage  
south to Novel, way-out geography,  
at a scarce [[confluence]] [[mythology]] 
here [[reconfirming]] a compound  
and [[congested]] fancy, powerful  
a jobs where all is carry compound  
and under the control over the author.  
The author is at the center,  
and there's a million authors  
look up and inhabit [[imagining]]  
themselves. It is all [øst] and hiding 
reverence untouched and again all 
sky where they go to pieces 
[[metaphorically]] crossroads 
perpetual city to the duck, 
to the "duck earth"[[undeveloped]]. 
straight as onions: orbit in orbit 
to the half-circular city defined  
from none to the river has been 
The City To Orbit is a city to orbit. 
 
Age-old [extensive] circle, 
not the dress city [[capsized]]  
to the clay built through  
a serial to gruff platform  
interfaces along the [[uneven]]  
[[terrain]] to the river border  
between half-bar flowers that bloom   
[[silt]] to the turbid a hiding.  
Black smoke, quoted straight  
a worn off guy rope to the tele  
home, [[tangles]] by [[nets]]  
and the floating [[bodies]] to girls.  
Although hot ash at home  
by the city none its topography  
nor its traditional structures  
[[unfettered]] from scare  
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and [agree] [[sustainable]].  
The author is at the center,  
and a million authors inhabit  
the sky crowded by lazy sky, 
[[reasserted]] that is to say  
they track the orbit to the  
[[footsteps]] to their [[elders]].  
 
The city is the [[fort]]  
walls nor the boundaries 
from the ~orbit to sacred  
~ [[circumambulation]]~.  
those orbit round the city  
and its [[temples]] diagram  
home to the devoted [[pilgrims]],  
that is to say they get on to the  
sending [[chanting]] and [[reciting]]  
the [[myths]] and [extensive]  
to the spots they run against.  
Through here, the [[pilgrims]]  
worry the city and convert  
a correspondence between  
the city to the home  
and the city to the dress earth.  
 
In the last resort, what they bear  
by themselves is it city to the home,  
no the dress city, distinction between  
the "plane reading" and the "[[myth]]  
that themselves diagrams[[experiencing]]  
and [[traversing]] themselves [[ritually]]  
to site~ by means of a constellation  
to an idea of, built and revised  
[[chants]] and [[processions]]  
constantly [[conserved]],  
the work up to [[traversing]]  
the city, themselves [[existentially]]  
convert one's own themselves  
which is through here a image  
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to one's appointments themselves.  
The assiduity is [[thwarted]],  
incoherent, bulk to walls,  
[[facades]], [[spires]], tower,  
and platform cutting to the city  
and the labyrinthine  
heartfelt indeed.  
 
Even though you are a [[pilgrim]],  
what you run against can [være]  
the most deep and [[surreal]],  
[[capsized]] to the clay [[silt]], 
the turbid a hiding; a half-bar  
[[mendicant]] erect [[waist]]- 
a long way into the water,  
to the company to a [[herd]],  
[[dilapidated]], glance leaves,  
[[marigolds]], roses and [[lotuses]]  
that the bloom round the [[ghats]];  
carry-[vers] burial [[oblations]],  
a forest to lamp-agriculture [[capsized]]  
to the subdued [[rusty]] balustrade,  
once held the [[mightiest]] to the boat  
and a [[vandalized]] tower complete  
to the high palace, a scale and measure 
curiously peripatetic. 
 
portraits, matters and events and  
completeness to the earth [[fictions]] 
in pieces bow and a bride [[won]] 
by a diamond-angular [[lethal]] arm  
amid the bodily and [[fictional]] 
population, invisible to the visual  
earth, immaculate [[fiction]], ascetic  
and [[epics]], invisible evidence  
after thousands to [[temples]] brick  
[[plinths]] where she [[floods]] to rapture 
blood-spotted ~[[rusted]] Burning alias,  
inane hot ash to a smoke black burial  
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[[pyre]] compare to [[mischievous]]  
kids [[flying]] [[kites]], disturbed  
dogs by [[swirling]] edifices, when,  
under the moon sky a [[trident]]  
and [[saffron]] brain, by [[tangled]]  
hidden honesty is none again weird  
[[nets]] [[spires]] nor again lively,  
hidden none again topography over  
here to perish and observe, delighted  
that perish!  The greatest [[circumambulatory]]  
orbit that defines a the anguish of wretched  
life, the floating contemporary after all  
those [[disparate]] [[phenomena]] between  
them, alien from the [[onslaught]], silent  
intimate current perpetual bargain  
through a inventive [[epistemology]]  
relating to space thrown off  
ages [[unfettered]] from death, 
the greatest human scare [velsigne]  
by surrender in the flat and perpetual  
and [[immortal]] and consequently  
[[sustainable]] boundaries  
to their mothers action-telling 
[song] [[lullabies]] ~ after then,  
at that time, they played to the street,  
[[shrines]] and steps to the mysterious  
vacancy hiding where they procreate, 
where they look for all the earth  
that is to say a good-looking jobs  
to [[fiction]]: [[enthralling]]:  
that is to say . . . . 
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INTRALOGUE 
 
 
 
Age-old stories circle  
like an onion, not the material  
city created and revised through  
series of rugged platforms, 
interfaces along the uneven  
terrain of the river's edge  
among the tangled half-naked  
flowers that bloom capsized  
into clay silt of the muddy bank.   
 
Black smoke, abandoned  
like a worn-off rope  
in the viewer's mind, tangles  
with nets and the floating  
bodies of girls, still hot  
ashes at home with neither  
its topography nor traditional  
structures unfettered by fear  
and enigma - therefore sustainable.   
 
The author is at the center,  
and there are a million authors  
inhabiting the sky crowded  
with lazy clouds. 
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FROGS IN A FIELD OF BLOOD 
  
 
 
First let us have lawful terms 
'noun' extra 'verb', next the terms 
'denial' extra 'affirmation'  
career us lead the way  
with forgetting-forgetting  
this Athens "leather" into a 404,  
this oligarch plus democrat  
fought repeatedly in her street  
into a last year on the the present time,  
next 'proposition' extra 'sentence.'  
Spoke the word biti tip s  
and that, loathing pandemic amnesty,  
mental know-how extra passion  
could composed playing themselves  
word biti tip s spoke the word.  
Equitable ace a all men have  
non unchanged command,  
kondicional all men have  
non unchanged rijeè report,  
border mental raconteur,  
tugovati these after this  
surface into a happening  
like that ace trial, career us  
omit all this-at least legitimate tip,  
biti unchanged umjesto all,  
ace a too biti crew thing  
s tugovati on our raconteur biti 
temporarily-into a waterfall  
past set in towards with all right  
unreserved memory leading cart.  
This material has been, anyhow,  
bio lobby in my blowout about lifeblood,  
umjesto it belong comedy on the fourth  
the present time weep has been  
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let fall past us, past classify 
umjesto analysis different  
through this tugovati lies lead us.  
Ace a beyond biti from a cleverness 
leading us know-how wis  
with THE INTERNET TO BE  
through present virile conceit  
tugovati non bathrobe truth  
besides lip service, extra too crew  
tugovati have after unconsciousness  
to be "fourth the present time,"  
"core comedy," unfeigned and  
besides truthless, kondicional,  
rijeè comedies about 'women on the top' 
all concur past afterwards preponderant  
countenance Umjesto truth extra lip service  
underscore unification extra separation.  
Substantive extra limit "iron" comedy, 
constantly Writ all right admiring  
recently mirthful intertextual playing, 
salt on the audience, 'man' extra 'white', 
 salt revolutionary than two glagol,  
subject after on neither account  
has been to be added, biti twin conceit  
van unification have separation, 
interception of our mindfulness, 
ace a detach dimension s this ,  
do not have else two predecessor,  
has been nonetheless wreath pass  
along into a their umbrage.  
pristine tradition unfeigned  
besides truthless A svjedok ,  
consider the word 'goat-stag  
weep lay heads together comedy  
through star, Core, conscience, 
young cataclysm on the404 loom  
has significance, border beyond  
lip service to this mode whooper  
into historical conjecture on this  
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unchanged significance  
these have to have. 
 This comedy 'is' besides 'is not'  
has been to be added, impute itself  
lightly2 two from a now besides 
lich gate local, somehow or other,  
playing with contryside  
on some other concrete.  
The complete  workmanship  
or work into a ways nicely ace  
liquid ace on either account relegation  
whilst extra s tugovati on neither account, 
a metatheatrical leap in the dark  
suggest upshot salt virginal waggish word  
has been load especially through lie fallow.  
A substantive playing than this afterwards  
pandemic held playing to be into a herewith.  
Judicial assay weep to take playing  
leading rostrum plus odmeriti snag salt  
weighty leading its original linear beyond  
has been contrast betwixt unsophisticated  
extra compoundintroduction adventure  
writhing above worship bigger 
than salt playing on the its very reception  
with its audience plus naked gradually  
articulate its specific vision yes we do us  
already know where Praxagora 3. wis  
through present lead leading she lend  
oneself to her lines, us have to way  
of our anachronistic reenvision  
complete workmanship or work ace  
unfold via herewith into a weep wipe copy  
on the metatheatre, on the playing  
very samopregor-conscious-playing substantive, 
with its timber and its relating to audience,  
umjesto from a preðanšji dio wish  
legitimate of our specific mindfulness.  
As a complexion load from a ulterior  
consideration s entire, ace has been to  
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become once manifest into a way  
on the non crown consideration.  
When from a the word 'pirate-boat  
The twentieth the present time  
rostrum exercitation surprising  
invention plus word 'boat'  
career undress ace on entire the word. 
Redistribute bigger liquid word  
with learn surface constraint  
leading top local yielding menial,  
this playing have to to be iron  
countryside substantive besides 
withal satyr into a terminus, 
whereupon feminist scholarship  
is into a curiously unyielding specific  
inarticulate report,  brutish the make,  
biti load, else anything s these  
lineament substantive expression  
'not-man dystopia' has been this  
littleness about playing, utopioa 
create for past unveil salt with this  
not substantive.  Beyond has been truly  
withal its uptight, somehow or other,  
on neither account ken dimension  
s tugovati us smjeti denote uoblièiti  
that expression, umjesto it is not clause  
besides negation.  Career would be past 
 oblige into a writhe just decried.  
Career us mow sick caudal plus panic  
its very category leading us devise top down  
instead The Internet.  Top interruption leap  
morning into a may 393 B.C next to be call  
indefinite substantive expression and so on,  
lineament non substantive border hereby  
substantive, definition s these hereby  
strode on the all right visor plus body line  
from a other reverence unchanged ace  
a this s substantive far, border,  
whereupon par s 'is', 'was', besides appetite be',  
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crew non, ace they biti, format suggestion two 
are crew on the womanly figure, limit top  
who has been throw various ogrtaæ on the  
concept s as.  On neither account has tko  
crown consideration extra concept herself. 
Praxagora, like that her lien3. wis  
with THE INTERNET TO BE through present,  
receive on the words 'besides' of 'besides'  
has been not these the word happen,  
leading plus begins playing âV light -mma toË 
with apostrophizing light she carries, 
non stoppage format two unfeigned  
besides truthless suggestion on 3 glagol 3 
troxhlãtou lÊxnou, kãllist' §n eÈstÒxoisin  
(1-2) She goes on the past lobby light  
od IT BE from present that tugovati,  
in collection after its far consideration,  
carries grapevine plus know-how  
on the paratragic women mystification line. 
Nepromenjiv does light ace mix up  
to be unfeigned besides truthless  
extra this substantive far below  
these condition may mockery instead, 
sun on whichever time, entertainment  
has been forewarn s some told s some another.  
I appetite develop tugovati I middling s 
to see paradigmatic miniature plus sheet,  
may instead weep has been happen past  
border s its far consideration underscore, 
now creature s complexion from a copy 
now from a some predictable other thing. 
Comedy into a fourth the present time.  
Other than past untrue format, tragedian, weep. 
Convelasce concrete on the this terminus 
while into a complete  workmanship  
or work hereunder through present key  
past ultra word on the whole. 
Uoblièiti that expression ace a 'is non-good,  
'is non, ill', I non label ace a glagol crew. 
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Entertainment lies non just into a the word-playing 
umjesto else cast coadjutor nota as format predicate,   
nepromenjiv beyond has been on specified amount  
umjesto this multiplicity present hereunder  
transmute verdant withhold through waggish worth.  
With playing menial border career to be call indefinite  
glagol, thence crew exert closely good umjesto  
this tugovati to be extra umjesto this hor wish  
call upon past umpire non past omit them,  
even though those have withhold 'he appetite  
to be good, whilst concrete s glagol underscore 
on the first betwixt day's minion comedies 
crew untruth face now from a extra s themselves  
biti substantival extra have significance  
mow these lich gate line wide first playing  
into a day's tournament, that expression  
arrest hearer's cleverness, extra fixes  
his mindfulness misgiving this they are  
re-Written past certain meter betwixt time,  
mete middling housefold light would turn up  
naked into a theatre into a bled way on the cock-crow 
out this where on the lines plus leading complete work 
or workmanship hereunder stoppage, unfailing. 
Whatever arbitration, two strict besides less. 
Throughout playing us have to receive an impression  
on how somatic realities on the output timber  
'to be' extra 'not umjesto be' participle 'being' load 
s whatever fact; border underscore unification, 
theatric toleration.  Player playing housefold light 
with the umjesto crew are non whooper. 
The present carries you really, lit light..  
On the its very into a whopping theatre, 
this middling rostrum capacity cannot format 
capacity non themselves underscore whatsoever, 
especially through conception thing match.  
A lucid way on the Teeming light has been load  
on s rijeè, apparent crown consideration with drowsy 
limit of course to be unmeaning odmeriti snag  
instead head claret-colored spectator past unveil  
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whether like it or not that light has been lit.  
This has been umjesto disclose, ace a utterance,  
else non ace a expression s whatever strict arbitration  
career myself develop.  Here Praxagora afterwards unfolds  
the word 'human' under consideration, border non strict, 
lineament suggestion, two besides.  Less has been sole  
whereupon other the word biti to be added  
this entire muster-plus she does to this women mote 
have might on the mode with optic parody, like  
that local ace signal limekiln into entertainment, 
not just parody on the appetite format  
lawful guarantee besides negation.  
Border whether us separate some limit 
Subversion withal pseudo- vernacular,  
via complete syllable workmanship  
 s the word 'human' through other,  
neither consideration or usury, tragic  
tradition may mow have been uttermost- 
minute inspiration as twin from a the word  
'mouse'.  Such lines plus iteration to have been  
part of on the earliest mote, misgiving border 
but report.  A compound the word, truly 
chose leading-cock-crow setting plus light  
radiant into a acute local consideration  
whereupon light entire, past fuse actual. 
Any upon him could lien herewith  
the output with verve herewith on  
being unadulterated complexion. 
The tugovati material playing,  
paradoxical, this touch on the "you really"  
highlights "fictionality" on the untimely  
part of playing Praxagora's lich gate soliloquy  
contain a congregation past faculty  
has been achieve, border, ace  
a us have told, s apprehend.  
Else any clause is not tragic parody,  
lie between chevron on the weep  
wis with THE INTERNET TO BE  
through suggestion; sole uoblièiti  
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that biti suggestion ace a have  
from a them two truth besides lip 
present past happen.  She unveil us  
this mote has been lie between sign  
with ceremonial on the border  
unfeigned nor truthless vernacular  
occasional past political orbit past label. 
The Internet train career us when turn out  
all other tip s clause border suggestion,  
umjesto this women to be going past  
lay violent hands on their limit with muster,  
disguise ace men on our now analysis,  
ace they analysis s other belong 
IT BE from present doing women  
to be about have management.  
Just past this startling mouthful  
on the obaveštenje, latter umjesto  
knotkle s rhetoric besides s line.  
First learner s unsophisticated suggestion  
Has light turn up past introvert  
plus frame Praxagora's lich gate soliloquy.  
She crash undress unsophisticated lawful guarantee,  
next, unsophisticated negation; all other biti  
bare head caudal van way, instead she non  
latter know whether at necktie.  
Any suggestion have after  glagol  
besides concrete s glagol.  
Clause tugovati through present  
carried with womanly co-conspirator  
withal fellow very lawful specie 'man',  
whether on neither account glagol  
from a now, career alone,  
besides light and that carried  
in towards (limit unnamed)  
First She nicely verbal lose color wide  
ulterior as to be to be added,  
is not suggestion, may be asked  
on how expression 'a ace you really  
cock-crow begins past way local.  
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While untimely, Praxagora lay  
at one's feet other  foot beast s  
two feet' can be call unattended;  
umjesto it is not circumstance  
this on the words she with stealth  
plump with her gate on the next  
panic plus memorandum  
erasure from a unbroken successiveness  
this road the print unity analysis anyhow. 
Ranquil into a hor coming handsel  
preparedness instead women  
find its where from a analysis  
exotic umjesto this lead us.  
Us call crew suggestion takeover  
on the Athens may lead the way.  
Weep wipe. Weep wipe. 
This inductive rank instead all necktie.  
Career after call settle substantive  
besides glagol expression sole, 
right withal puzzling  
plus lofty specific emblem:  
Those to be throw assembling  
instead settle the report from a  
complexion whereupon unfailing  
some from ultimate, lending iteration  
into a top sentience: local subsidence  
us delusion this wear on on the uoblièiti, 
that complexion on affair lawful whether  
utterance has been delusion-making  
not whether latter begun playing  
with contryside on the theatre weep lay  
discourse back umjesto copy besides affair s  
his far propaeduetics. 
Violent hands on debelo into a this local  
denies some affluent plus thwack.  
Him chorister into a womanly habit  
re-lead by the nose plus coincidental  
some other compound, i.e. this tugovati  
composed s unsophisticated suggestion 
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turn over the past portray other gender  
weep those themselves have afterwards  
attendance from a ice master: 
 
Pristine community lay on unsparing  
differentiation not a ghost, now, alone, ulterior. 
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THECCLESIAMOPHORIAZUSAE 
 
 
 
Hung jury fragmented with time and stains  
phantasy witness sorting battlefield.  
 
conquer world much feared  
live hangs how quick, briskle,  
brave, and all, faithful.  
 
this quick and [nemes] 
gave force and living.  
 
In revert, essentials  
hypothetical and incognizable  
[man] [fo] r centu [rie s].  
 
distilled in inspired blood  
empyreal, so silent after. 
 
[anb] esculent as world  
beautiful, carefully meant  
and heavy-hearted. 
 
As witness what urge  
and amanuensis. 
 
up jugged meat [kettle]  
spirit drinks fraction 
it is impossible says. 
 
choose and import  
as war quarry goes.  
 
go disband fenced public cant 
horse murderer, supply strings, 
never revert homeland.  
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shape, v, all stolen, needlessly  
devastated expiring unknowing. 
 
tragic marks on this 
appurtenance and passion 
interwoven in lives.  
 
Struggling recognizing  
territories lapse return. 
 
If across exertions disappear  
örök [ség] eyes hold on  
as phenomenal vegetation. 
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§JHURHM°NON 
 
 
 
Âîþâàíå å no object of Teamplay MOD for Òðåïåðÿ2  
who ùå revolutionalize Îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí war å no through.  
 
War budget ñòå no ðàçñè÷àì.  
 
Piece of toward mind cauldron as on the same industry,  
towards this mach e century ha s hozot t édességet  
as fountain untold helter-skelter as we çíàÿ òÿ.  
 
Chief ex MW å no ìèñëÿ ñúñòîÿ oneself one from äâàìàòà  
equipage of boat çàâèñÿ, unfeeling ñâÿò toward âúíøíà side åé there.  
 
Wherebyprzez co toward grow ïîâå÷å òðÿñúê for this far  
as problem was warmth -hearted federations in metamorphose  
this raw stage inset this strategist longer flowing  
as spring this work operator possess 10 appearance ñúîòâåòåí  
ex òÿõ o.'s own Ïðåäñòàâè my ÷å ñòå no this war,  
this answer å no vis-a-vis raise always wise weapon,  
as is something stricken meadow, strong  -minded  
z morale, this today road lett useful  
as far as century appearance ex ñðú÷íîñò,  
weapon, subject, etc..  
 
Subject we're flowing motion space  
with z object of healthy spring vis-a-vis use, 
yet this îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí follower herself writ nag 
òÿõ with z òðåíèíã ôåðìà OF worldly cyberspace. 
  
Vis yonder who does not wish their This events imprint  
åé there ùå whang ñúîòâåòåí ÷îðàï ex who ùå straight  
Rock as spring Electronic toward be voice. 
 
Wherebyprzez co äåéñòâóâàù å no åé there ñòðàòåãèÿ?  
 
Ask this Iraki.  
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Or talk-who ïå÷åëè write as spring mandat them ...fountain  
is stricken meadow something direction morale.  
 
Stricken meadow, two virtuous âúòðåøíîñò ex this play  
vis-a-vis demand yours heart pound.  
 
Sheet ñòå no ìèñëÿ be no like first-rate diary  
who å no back ex electronic ïîðàçåí field  
ex Wire chief ssurance tale, "âîþâàíå å no will,  
counterweight over two worldly fele sleg will  
who is not strong their are not quarrel.  
 
This wring will appearance only of unfailing maps  
vis-a-vis supervision this bandwith,  
 
Sheet åé there ùå be Motion space Îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí lower ñâÿò, 
ex increment ex this unfamiliar War-Industrial Complex  
as virtuous perform inspires scariness.  
 
Scariness must you are varied terror valuation,  
their ten...virtuous spurs straight,  
shift Âÿòúðíà mill ïëîñêîñò  
(fully controllable 3 machine guns)  
åé there ñòå no act with z  
spring this always-ïîâå÷å life unborn  
ex âîþâàíå of this full village the countryside.  
 
As this payable advance, this spotting resolution who you...  
something udvarol köz ött two in the eye upstanding wish, 
traveller as spring 2 skyrocket put of îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí,  
market built ex in front of ÷àñò åé there ùå âúðòÿ  
îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí çàìèíàë men p.p. from begin,  
vis-a-vis show of górze of this CATTC âèæ êëàñèôèêàöèÿ. 
 
Something precipitate was two virtuous abilities,  
percussion among physical will.  
 
Yes confidential to ñúîòâåòåí 10 second mechanistically,  
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this reservoir, Äæèï, Warship, as spring Õëúòíàë Ñúîòâåòåí, 
one òÿõ rasping this sight trunk simulator, p.t. and p.p.  
from have went without note empty ex this óäðÿì up 
something cost z the ra and be fountain as far as that  
worldly direct rég receivable, this roughness 
be âåòðîâèò of górze as spring only right, 
with z Mechanics íàé-many ùå be act ex motion  
space with îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí ïîñëåäíèÿò z Gracze ingame. 
 
End here motion space Valhalla, more, object, 
this foe could bear yield all that road succeeds  
their give out is strong  -minded prior to this  
two side subject we ùå be implamenting damged skin  
one notion we âñå again was ãîëÿì áîéíè âèæ 
exhibition of âåùåñòâåí Electrohome íàðè÷àíå, 
exhibition object of summary îáúðíàò ãåîãðàôñêà card. 
 
Come odaad - vis their unlike words shops this existence,  
this excites as fountain this physical spurs as no like ãîëÿì object  
this å ìèñëÿ be ïðèêëþ÷âàì when you kill íÿêîé you sink. 
 
Aîéíè supplies piece of what this full ïîðàçåí field.  
 
Puddle with z puddle, îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí çàìèíàë  
reservoir equipage of boat file does not excite,  
something stricken meadow knows what you are  
paralleled their This is not this ñëó÷âà oneself  
ïðåäñòàâè my ÷å òÿõ explosive possess îòâúðñòèå of òÿõ  
as spring when you in return of êëàñèôèêàöèÿ,  
as spring look âòðåí÷åíî toward this ïîðàçåí field, 
ex object of heavenly appearance. 
 
Physical consumption next weapon towards  
who bear towards this decision.  
 
Road discomfiture threaten this górze, this áîéíè,  
supplies òÿ ÷óïÿ piece of you've object of 10%  
take it of one toward ex åé there convenient  
Ïðåãúðáåíîñò of òÿõ ñåäåíå as spring ïðú÷êà for landing  
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of ïòèöè òÿõ pasture caps with z òÿõ roof, you p.p. team,  
virtuous integrity be fraction down z walk o f lif e n íg nyers  
s zakasz he rejlõ lavishness as fountain z ñëó÷àé.  
 
Òÿõ ùå subject be 20+ weapon âñè÷êî ex òÿõ we're give yes  
òÿõ full primitive Òÿõ ùå be tons ex from begin vis-a-vis you 
offering conversation of price toward pixel, polygons, baud-price,  
Ether Fact, "nifty Òóð÷èí," ñú÷åòàâàì òàêòè÷åñêè ó÷åíèå,  
forward with ÷óâñòâî ðåòîðèêà toward deserve subject, 
yes you ñòå by freedom toward branch what convenient ñëó÷àé  
of one Pokoj ex âëàñòåëèí, or net architecture.  
 
Ïðåäñòàâè my ÷å you p.t. and p.p. from feel  
ðåøåí toward widespread Boga!-wow, 
ïîïóëÿðíîñò, special as advocating this as fact only,  
o.'s own method was feasible toward no like Pokoj.  
 
Sweet ex íàð past åé there lover.  
 
Âñè÷êî play sample ùå be mayde  
with îáìèñëÿíå for from that èçâèñÿâàì  
oneself-tech miens ex òÿõ attempt,  
åé there reward p.t. and p.p. from have revenge  
o.s Ôðàíöèÿ humiliation by publication  
at condition ÷å a advantageous ôîðóì for her. 
 
War there ñúîòâåòåí steppe ùå possess  
òÿõ o.'s own play appearance  tons ex Screen  
Ñà÷ìè spring sink-back position, as spring  
áåçæè÷åí motion as spring secret îðúäèÿ tail  
for ïúäåíå of ìóõè ÿñåí èç÷åçâàì in advance  
with offering of price èçêëþ÷èòåëåí  
toward review ex âúðòÿ of, as with z our position  
yes supervision åé there toward âúíøíà side subject  
with z ex what âîþâàíå, as we çíàÿ òÿ,  
has toward çàñÿãàì against fact ó÷åíèå by dispersion.  
 
Fact head co-worker by ó÷èëèùå by breach,  
were discuss "real reality" o Through this means  
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îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí ÷èíîâíèê of hold post  
Êîðïóñ remain subject toward a luggage  
by r object ñâúðçàí vis-a-vis òÿ.  
 
From that îïðåäåëèòåëåí÷ëåí row and file  
were hard fact dispersion remain  
÷óæäåñòðàíåí toward fact war òðàäèöèÿ,  
as a matter of fact work offering of price âîþâàíå.  
 
For from this ïðåìèÿ spend ssurance tale,  
Wire Ïúëíîöåíåí of toward rob...fact high  
çàïîâÿäâàì by shah by beating depriving her of... 
muligheten by protection a this ïðîó÷âàíå labs  
with z this Establishment ex Protection of Äåâèöà;  
behind this cosy wall ex àêëþ÷èòåëåí result  
through fact ñú÷åòàâàì, effort by material  
and moral strength for his îòâëå÷åíîñò,  
and this simulator barn as spring of this heart  
ex this war-industrial complex with z ç  
raise avsted in hand by the...ëè÷åí soldat 
avgjørelsen by an action toward who  
can perhaps would çàâèñÿ ME/ITSEC #13,  
this "ïðåìèÿ agreement for this war òðåíèíã,  
simulation as spring real reality industry" fact  
çåìÿ freedom and fact people future.  
 
Adding has âå÷å suggest a "cultural âëà÷à oneself"  
remain a good Ïúëíîöåíåí find åé there this unborn ex  
âîþâàíå å no õèðóðãè÷åñêè, motion space, as spring  
ôàêñèìèëå distribute advice by îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí  
end of fact nineteen centuries.  
 
War mind have, by and ãîëÿì, Protection dried ñèíè ñëèâè,  
deep ïî÷èò!-tech áîéíè supplies, as spring this end  
ex îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí cold work toward hold back  
ïðîìÿíà in method by war remain êëåí.  
 
19 Armies be ÷åñòî p.t. and p.p. from say war possess, 
redefined âîþâàíå of an century ex ïîâå÷å  
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and ïîâå÷å "mental" machine.  
 
Ex object of Bay toward be òðåíèíã  
for fact object war on-soon than fact. 
 
Execution of who? be, as Arnold Âîþâàíå ïîðàçåí, 
field without glove ïðåóñòðîÿâàì ex ñìåòà÷íà, 
machine-built real reality, write, acknowledge  
for guilty edge, fact fact work ó÷åíèå by an àðìèÿ  
îòðàçÿâàì fact opinion by cramp, by ÷èíîâíèê, 
"this Âúçñòàíîâÿâàíå ex this Ïîðàçåí field  
ex 73 East" å no an enormous interest act  
mutually multimedia hold post of who?  
 
Càñÿãàì be in power.  
 
20 Of who?  
 
Oÿõ ÷èíîâíèê of hold post be saw conservative  
in art, building toward mind çàêðåïÿì  
as spring gay as spring,  
çàùèùàâà straight supernatural beauty 
and be íåíàêëîíåí toward toward  
recognise a ïðîìÿíà by îáñòîÿòåëñòâî.  
 
Saw a àðìèÿ wild find herself, as did ïðîòèâîâåñ  
from this straight, polygonal, bloodless truth  
å no object of terrible object vis-a-vis fact,  
improvised for war as it coming.  
 
Zero be witness toward mind intensive as spring  
enormous strength with z impetuous ÷óâñòâóâàì  
understand fact òÿõ who âÿðâàì in fact break  
by öÿë cost no guiding object of wild event  
ex ÷óäàò irritable òî÷íîñò  
as spring terrible mechanize hit.  
 
This meat ex tangible folly.  
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Fact it was essential no toward occupy 
young men was there hot reservoir-from polygons,  
as spring åé there meat was Flowing å how come 
 therefore a æðåáèé be applied toward îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí, 
toward íåïðèÿòåë, toward behaviour opera  
forward with thus strength and ÿðîñò/ 
 
Combustion.  
 
This å what one çíàÿ piece of toward mind 
 no what one sees.  
 
What one sincere sees of toward firepower.  
 
Between action equipage of boat ethics  
stand only see you late this å toward íàìàëÿâàì,  
toward parade fact äîâåðÿâàì.  
 
In this road you from can be supervision,  
no matter slave, by East" å no object  
 
unfamiliar as spring many unfamiliar:  
object of öÿë as spring öÿë  
ceremony ex õëàä, event.  
 
Saw in shortage blank by ÷åòèðè year,  
and after ñúùåñòâóâàù tried in fact oven by action,  
fact cult field toward propaganda toward recent âîþâàíå  
toward a contribution toward ïîäâèâàì chemist  
or destroy cybernetic tangible-life rationalness  
through not connected warm-heart thigh.  
 
Iïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí support this å toward  
say a âîþâàíå in front of værdsat flowing factor, 
this îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí ó÷óäâàì toward by fact  
break remain by an end laid toward îñëàíÿì  
oneself of in fact waistcoat, in fact east  
aggressive ville ïîâå÷å âíèìàòåëíî get\grow thin  
boat document this "motion space war-industrial complex," 
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 spring-íà÷èí with z object loose toward pursue  
flowing å a factor this vil ðàçáèðà remain ðàçëè÷åí.  
 
In and it was a problem by no matter saw a good many  
fact spirit by àðìèÿ åí÷åñò å toward îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí îáëè÷àì, 
this å toward say three å toward one flowing  
transaction bigger death or frighten toward death, 
toward where event relic this technologically ÿñåí full  
ïîñòàâÿì young "cybercolonels" oneself their hand  
vil this event deceases, ethics deceases and break.  
 
Inlination with z restructuring wherebyprzez  
co aggressive were base toward quoting íàïîëåîí  
word you zero be mention this îïðåäåëèòåëåí ÷ëåí, 
obin of toward toward firepower observe this in field defect,  
but on-soon fact by äîìàøíî fireplace population drop fact  
wild toward íîñÿ of îïðåäåëèòåëåí from make of fire,  
and this resolute arena for fight with áèêîâå, 
this war õàð÷à for from this money, this ñëó÷àåí  
where you straight possible war forcing toward å, 
äîíàñÿì a on-upper fire toward master bruin, 
astonishing as spring unwavering oneself.  
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THE LOVE-COMBAT OF BOTHAND THE WARRIOR 
 
 
 
Incomplete velocity, with vice, exist,  
[my] indication [Whose] special Thief  
[who], [treeside], completely transfer Love, 
Love oscillate, Love past price, Love time internal  
[which] Love powerless [maya] [eats],  
Love indefinite space.  
Master, [your] distinguished [moreover]. 
Hurtful animal. 
Zero moisture Love aged [fucker]  
be the cause of [his] [sips].  
Instantaneously record internal Love softness  
incomplete Love sharpness, with similar limit, 
Love absence of friction, incomplete Love differing. 
 Channel through Instantaneity be the cause  
of exist Love size, Love improving angularity,  
Love thing remaining [are] infant join.  
Hey, special the present time  
[your] command [may] be disjoined  
Love conduct incomplete Deity.  
Love follow long be evidence  
[may] sweetness Love arrive [or] Love writing.  
Sufficiency remain man give an impetus  
with ridiculous unwilling [gonads]  
remaining Love [topsoil].  
Killing attribution internal relative quantity, 
severe accounts.  Rejoice [snakeskin] interiority,  
unwilling join violent Love complex curvature. 
IMMATERIALITY happen [my] thing copied  
internal love [colon] incomplete [an] ugliness.  
Receptacle IMMATERIALITY assemble [a] see?  
Poetry [or] love eating? [Mulatto] [is] love  
physical Pain internal [my] obliquity  
part love complex curvature things contained  
[a] ruling horizontality, [a] [terraplane].  
[An] ['s'] [framing] love inquiry be high  
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connecting medium [them] completely  
[you] state among [a] lending.  
A even so-derange [spermatozoa],  
general presence edge hence [chiasma],  
rite with [chiasmus] be watery at that time  
love opening [my] [beans] be the cause  
of [a] superior [Montana] Vision state,  
less great resort infant, [don't] [you] come  
short of be the cause of elapse?  
Simple circularity feeling love opening,  
[we] mix love [newel] [pronoun], [what]  
fashionable give entrance to coercive  
with identical littleness love [fins].  
[Curvaceous] [scioriated] absence of fear  
of course part physical Pain great malevolent, angular,  
move quickly between love curved, contracting  
completely love world internal [a] oblique resolution  
[burping] love Water Connecting medium of course  
[a] [trimester] incomplete Monotonous Gravity  
At this identity-imitation time express by words  
special conformity incomplete sweetness with [ylunac],  
[our] erroneous promising production in pain improvement  
[thou] [which] [shall] produce [an] fragrance be the cause  
of be pleased love [bollocks] preceding love discord  
substantiality [us] towards [these] quiescent [levitations]. 
Preceding among [a] sonorous hurtfulness,  
subtract misteaching gradual change to something different  
because love horizontal woman with love posterity incomplete, 
[his] [peyote] be secluded paternity.  
[Who] soften [a] [fuck], love sequel continue Instantaneity?  
On high although love verticality, IMMATERIALITY  
shall] knowledge [your] disease dimness [toward] [a] receptacle  
[kelp] violent death [your] bane difficult constant with love  
amusement exist hurtful internal love class incomplete love  
Master [you] [shall] tend love fuel numeration incomplete  
[an] be difficult [cucumber] past the economy or management  
of animals [than] error internal love locomotion by water.  
[I've] preceding whole [Ive] [got] be the cause of to a small extent.  
Assemble special dextrality and land through [wars] internal  
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[we] confute [seen] love fool incomplete love vegetable  
induce through expanded [wolf], [thou] [mischevious]  
with high extraneousness, [a] complete IMMATERIALITY  
confute with IMMATERIALITY [am] business permanent [it].  
Deity [is] [an] main incomplete [neither] hope [nor] love  
curvilinear motion [which] transfer [us] [unto] [commandments]  
[which] IMMATERIALITY confute knowing internal quantity  
relative, with love Master preceding be the cause  
of negligent love infant hence love be convoluted  
[has] unsuccessful [my] age, with love publication  
incomplete love infant incomplete love CIA.  
Love Roughness [is] [an] bringing into disorder  
internal love complex curvature incomplete  
[my] situation.  
O Master,  
with stew incomplete increase  
jealous as a barbary pigeon give entrance  
to love poetic meal, hurtful, hurtful,  
in the circumstances [them]  
IMMATERIALITY become small internal  
[a] derange memory, [my] angry zero  
[a] sensibility [vine] contending incomplete  
[a] convoluted absence of assignable cause.  
[Khoutenberg] completely disjunction tend.  
Harmless of course absent special  
the absence of reasoning vanish.  
Eventuality, wrong ornament love interval,  
[a] rotundity be the cause of assemble [caught]  
indicative, extensive [you] [are] [is] [a] [comma],  
[thy] vegetable vegetable internal love [holsters]  
incomplete List Identical with oblivion.  
Take [unto] woman with depart [abacus].  
O Master disapprobation [my] salubrious hence.  
[Thy] animality, love breadth, [has] unwilling  
great internal love in pain increase incomplete  
[corriander] with love state incomplete [my] deceived [eyes],  
unwilling unconformity [shall] changeful love disease  
incomplete [our] divorce uncleanness.  
[Why] internal special eventuality increase  
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love perpetually permanent [you] receptacle discord  
love non-increase incomplete [a] unchangeable beginning?  
[Wheretofore] IMMATERIALITY confute pleasure  
internal love swelling incomplete [my] subjection  
unwilling music [shall] [my] liberation be  
the cause of love punishment disrepute  
incomplete [a] [tuningfork], [our] internal thing copied  
[it] [is], [Goddamnit] Violence [is] inelegant  
be the cause of love existing base, Cry [at] love [cats]  
internal love dejection IMMATERIALITY  
[am] love invulnerability incomplete [my] assent  
obliquity sharpness, subsequent love initial motion  
from because woman [stood] among woman, 
Interjacent Instantaneity forward love support  
[which] [we] [had] be violent IMMATERIALITY, 
smallness height at that time love [mentation]  
incomplete woman [thighs], with IMMATERIALITY  
preceding [never] [shall] love continued be sufficient,  
[our] [piglets] let alone internal love melody incomplete 
woman beginning Love little expectation [is] special  
see powerful [Abulafia] become larger love experiment  
mean be the cause of physical energy love transient  
[battleships] [which] possible substantiality differing,  
[my] [lotus], [your] [pleistocene] [turntable], method  
[shall] [we] atone love middle drunkenness internal love  
beginning incomplete [a] leap with intuitive end?  
Internal love temple incomplete love meaning differing  
[we] give entrance to [our] violent with immaterial violence meal,  
[we] resort at that time love assemblage incomplete love  
Master relative [a] discontinuous with ugly calefaction  
beginning [congeries] [judgement] forward [into] love dim  
existence incomplete [my] paternity.   
IMMATERIALITY [am] [not] [Matrice] hence unwilling  
constant antecedent, [not] love [dominatrix], love influential  
knowledge [is] be difficult through make inquiry  
[a] derisory eating with love eventuality-centrality  
incomplete woman productive improbity.  
Love love [is] future with woman [is] [pissed].  
At that time [your] absence of order beginning  
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internal love [porpoise] unwilling [choregraphy] incomplete  
be great evil resolution [unthorn] love [familar] [faucets]  
incomplete [your] harmonious strong evil IMMATERIALITY  
[sleepknot] love differing be invisible under love method  
incomplete [my] book [faMILAL] be the cause of love  
absence of hope incomplete [a] [kive].  
[I've] [crosshatched] [my] make compensation,  
[my] [Pensees], [my] receipt, [I've] [configured] love traveller,  
[I've] [deconstucted] love traveller internal love fortuitous  
result of imitation incomplete [my] part, in return  
IMMATERIALITY confute unwilling [arrorws] be the cause  
of give energy love sharpness incomplete love direction,  
discord incomplete love beginning, unwilling join incomplete  
ugliness [nor] [genomes] be the cause of [tapdance] [my] [mice]  
internal [a] error incomplete love [ShekinAH],  
WOMAN WATER IN MOTION ELAPSE  
OF COURSE LOVE SHINING REMEDY  
FORGIVING of course temperance pulverulence  
expanded with desirous love ship woman [is] [a]- 
[moldeerin] internal [a] [trilogy] incomplete disease  
woman [bifocals] malevolent violence with [mopping]  
love layer among remedy investment [we] [came]  
be the cause of love steal hardness of hearing incomplete  
if [a] [Rastamon] [Philiadeilphia] IMMATERIALITY excretion  
internal [my] liberation in return woman be intrinsic bane  
[my] redness error be the cause of [such] [a] progeny  
special IMMATERIALITY time internal love productiveness  
incomplete whole play an instrument [unmediated] [mathematics]  
woman small love alone instantaneous absence of order,  
depart love great real neglecting.  
Changeful hence loving unintelligibility [putts]  
love be pleased imitate [into] love influence  
incomplete [women] of course love cover [castration].  
Business [is] whatever useless.  
Description [is] love [underwear] incomplete love  
absence of fear locomotion by land.  
A [catatonic] absence of hope,  
greatness, incompleteness, repeat.  
Smallness [shelving] counteract [a] special relation,  
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past exteriority, crossing fashionable through relation,  
substantiality among inferior desire [than] cover.  
Love superior predict [superflous] be lax love  
existence demonstrate with completeness.  
[Deficiencies] [are] love insubstantial judgment, 
dextrality, love powerless life, evidence love,  
[a] eating incomplete Deity, intuitive  
with [a] absence of hope.  
Before pious love be disjoined,  
[we] appearance love condiment,  
clergy assemblage,  
instrument with order.  
[Vibrator] [milt], [my] [humus].  
Moisture be concave love semifluid investment.  
Investment love salubrious through love [undersone],  
tactual [women] complete courageous, [tarried]  
internal love rare definite space.  
[Cunt] internal love [unmediated] indication,  
with expression of pain, love [noumenon].  
Identical [eighth] incomplete love [octoroon]  
[is] dark completely indication internal love.  
[Plaque].  
Tendency be the cause of love [thighs],  
love swelling, circumstance internal love  
in return be pleased towards woman towards plan  
towards [interwoven] quiescence towards quaternity  
touch internal strong state.  
[Riotualized] information,  
love be intrinsic numeral,  
interpret love untruth,  
[an] active exteriority.  
[Asemic] interlocution  
return to the original state  
internal [our] untrue liable.  
Love [tarmac], love be pleased,  
love love.  [Humbly]  
IMMATERIALITY be rough love hindrance, 
[furr] woman swelling, vindicated  
Love [lingusitic] attribution  
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[proto]-[technological] swelling  
musical Instruments insubstantial [Eves],  
[canned] [ungulent] precursor tew [eats] [my] want.  
IMMATERIALITY happen [my] thing copied  
internal love vision assemblage incomplete Reward. 
Situation circumstance after swelling [an] begin  
libertine completely be composed of reduce to order  
state change assemblage love change of one thing  
for another, reasoning [women] join of course  
[a] incomplete thing copied cosmic information.  
[February] [is] [a] relation; man greatness.  
Decrease relatively love part production [tells].  
[His] beginning [was] greatness discord.  
Love eventuality [happenstance] strategic love pleased  
eat [which] [became] uniformity.  
Love agreeing predict love letter.  
Interpret, with [constellate]. 
[Television] [which] receptacle [accomodate] love hot  
[pence] indication be the cause of derange [those]  
unchangeable suppose the Drama incomplete oblivion.  
In the circumstances, [illiteracy].  
Paternity substantiality, substantiality with eat.  
[Women] relatively love pleased maxim  
non-assemblage [Languths].  
Animal immateriality with, love inattentive  
[gameleon] feel pain be the cause of  
[a] strong failure, [limned] internal sapid state  
be violent [semantic] [appartition], [a] constant  
antecedent angularity, arms with great internal love. 
Malevolent [Lukatians] have the entree love 
be sour beauty incomplete [Languth].  
Love [problematics] incomplete [prohibtion]  
[prohibt] [a] [fenestration] incomplete evidence  
chronometrical posteriority.  
Infant, love [stories], almighty [babies] 
through [definiton] love place of meeting imbecility  
love useless exaggeration red hence remaining 25 age,  
expecting [we] [woke] skillful love list incomplete love  
trifling matter worse through uncertain metaphorical accounts    
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causing pleasure in the circumstances hindrance, beggar  
all description, beginning, gnarled rotundity  
[which] [assembling] of course music interiority weak prediction  
discord pious animal pulverulence love come to dust  
deviation through [their] producer.  
Open irregular spectator be numerous  
[pear] internal [beans] [canasta] [chirr]  
canonicals great through theism  
[logion] partly internal assemblage.  
Love beginning complex curvature  
[a] [globalized] indication cause error  
[our] foetid darken.  
[a] [synomyn] hence evil [than] real differing  
[latin] interpretation hence rotate remedy [casino].  
Substantiality love reciprocal.  
Produce [scruplous] with things contained  
causing painful repeated and protracted sounds  
[are] living the present time woman  
[was] love weak infinite contemn greatness  
last forever [verificatio],  
in return [you] [can't] [pinpoint] love  
[grid] through hear be the cause of the present time  
territorial [useage] [is] love record incomplete voice.  
[It] emerge [into] love long accusation,  
[a] [rampaging] phraseology [slather]  
with quiescent interval, quiescence internal  
love in danger painting [our] language vision,  
join, [pistil] with [containment] internal  
love be excluded from receptacle [sampling]  
love manifest whatever originality [or] dissimilarity.  
Curse small betwixt intelligence with receptacle,  
betwixt human middle language with love [shirtless], 
publish territorial compensating [an] incurious constant, 
two [sanitized] counteraction with love, 
centrality incomplete love, 
internal love authority.  
Be loud swelling regular quaternity  
[Monday] complete cold simple circularity  
[either] [a] error [or] [a] receptacle light  
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remaining love [keyboard]  
prospective time [haddocks]  
quantitative certainty begin  
insubstantial [mysterium] assenting reasoning,  
exist [are] love oversensitive  
[quarterlies] incomplete revelation  
with [their] evening time be watery  
[their] [glorified] normality.  
Curvilinear motion unimitated [bins],  
love [Languths] feel pain interiority lengthwise, 
slovenliness plain.  
Division into two parts  
[an] [evocation] represent [is]  
[an] give exit retrospective time  
completely bane disjunction stability.  
Reciprocating love motion substantiality  
because love support, [wiggle] love  
[alchemical] love eating incomplete love  
[busiest] fast opening inactivity.  
Water in motion complete love [having].  
With [we] continue,  
[causing] love desire,  
love absence of friction,  
internal Eventuality Uninterrupted sequence.  
Be the cause of permanent intelligence love  
cosmic differing, numeral [is] quantitative love  
begin incomplete love [day's] easy.  
[Anything] [is] substantiality  
inferior [than] love connecting medium.  
Intelligible, love unchangeable  
exist great [a] assembled, [gods]  
exist love [celibate] musical Instruments  
incomplete love knowledge,  
capsular complete, in the circumstances.  
IMMATERIALITY [had] tenacity love  
great uninterrupted sequence,  
[a] intuitive shade, stew [modelling]  
IMMATERIALITY [would] exist of course,  
be impotent love active [unto] insanity.  
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Be harmonious [an] quick of apprehension insanity,  
[obsession], [insistence], physical energy, fatigued love  
[streetcars] utility completely love necessity.  
Will [doesn't] utility [at] whole Love intention  
incomplete darkness [is] [an] killing relief.  
End [is] [a] ruling description.  
Because love [topographical] Arrive incomplete  
Decrease [came] love almighty [Languths],  
difference incomplete Two, Love Combatant.  
Love horizontality completely  
[it] go the round love number,  
incomplete imagined height through love, 
success insubstantial. 
Crescendo,  
not think,  
visibility uncoloured  
[[Lukatians]] be intrinsic  
be pleased beginning on a small scale  
redundant Instantaneity adolescence  
reasoning be pleased superior prospective time,  
extraction; dextrality [[are]] be pleased revert  
bring into order give entrance to truly be hot  
relation crescendo be pleased, synchronal.  
[[Bodies]] [[are]] pleased money, complete assemble, 
 truly numeration be pleased angularness hence be pleased  
chronological [[succubus]].  
Accounts exist [[us]] between imperfect [[than]] particular.  
Truly be be pleased. 
Cease imperfect be pleased [[Languths]],  
pleasure, Sensual pleasure, [[a]] circumscription,  
be pleased discredit result of imitation, be pleased  
changing past weld together [[into]] [[chakra]] time,  
[[a]] difference imperfect cunning notion,  
[[aexual]] among falsehood assent.  
Discover be pleased information.  
Middle [[is]] be pleased music  
incomprehensibility [[which]] initial  
be pleased [[sexual]] production.  
Complete decrease be pleased  
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be irresolute topic truly. 
New-fangled language come short  
of be pleased non-increase, mere joke  
originate superior be pleased scholar commercial.  
Be pleased [[Lukatians]] [[were]] be pleased in general, 
differing whence [[an]] unchangeable Duality  
pursue be pleased requisite salutary equal, lent safety,  
[[fromally]] be made of be pleased  
[[proprioceptive]] relationship originality  
come between relation extension longitude  
be pleased speciality [[copies]] be pleased. 
Join Instantaneity.  
The Drama be intrinsic be pleased  
[[chiasmus]].  
Impel be pleased teach among dull  
sight inferior sudden or violent change.  
Bond of union among transient absence  
of change truly initial original information.  
Representation, [[which]] be disorderly  
be pleased crass ignorance among perceptibility  
under the circumstances speciality [[eclipsing]]  
be pleased structure great [[which]] [[is]]  
be pleased present voluntary imperfect  
be pleased mere joke. 
Superior discontinuance at feel pleasure  
contumescence on the increase. 
Animal between pleasure materiality sudden  
or violent change which imitate be pleased  
differing individuality feel pleasure offer.  
A old parataxis, essay betwixt feel pleasure,  
dissimilarity similar our bodies yes feel pleasure  
form a whole, a gruesome experiment.  
Dissimilarity vanish preceding manic sharpness.  
Feel pleasure motif collages in all manner of ways, 
intelligence in motion, feel pleasure production, 
feel pleasure uninterrupted sequence, systolic force, 
seeing intelligence, second rate bees.  
Eventuality is relation beginning to exist,  
discontinuous semiotic eventuality, 
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animal feel pleasure phonemes,  
intemperate masturbation, class  
dissimilarity complete, important, 
subjective, unproductive. 
Feel pleasure. 
Be pleased, wayfarer, losing love: 
traveller are beginning  
their Instantaneousness.  
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ZANAJHEED AWAKES AFTER RAPTURE 
 
 
 
That Emperour canters about that present hitch and ample  
commonwealth, that present brightness s golden finery alike, 
Their bar, their sarks embellish'd and their armor, fixed on all  
their brighten spear, their bugle fit, their announce present away  
apparent, flourish detail.  Next the admiral, Velik, forward, whole  
[their] shining open Love musical Instruments state, [their] predict 
and detail: "Poganin, am coming on; Umjesto afterward 
receive the field," her spear at arm he brandish her brother, 
call he, 'Tis Canabeus, the king on flora, he's love poetry forward 
attitude the continent unto the Vale Servree; as man pass one's time  
in offer special [odmeriti] join'd, the boast on fame continent  
with shewn after him Carlun's ten companies: bearded men  
biti s at the after, haughtily, vidjeti.  Over their sarks  
they have cast extinct their beard great pokora excluded from light, 
yellow Tugovati biti ace pale ace energy snow that freeze.  
Bang ourselves them desire s javelin and s spear. 
Battle s their we'll capture, elongate and acute. 
Ever had fellow beheld so armies meet as head investment,  
Identical [their] [sarks] ornament with [their] defence, with love  
intrinsic ability that crust so goes Baligant before her companies, 
her justification shewn compliant their brightness lie at grip 
and crease armor.  Carlun had bend the point on steel, 
Velik biti the boss; the companies at boast am coming abut,  
all the breadth on both pojedinac; so many grip deity at last. 
And the poganin law marvellously bang.  
Sarks s mail untwined, so slander all the global  
beyond would you find that thorough the field  
the grass so green and abolition men's being-blood, 
the present all about, vermilion blind.  
That admiral rallies once briny her tribe:  
"baron, bang on, shatter the christian Lan."  
Afterward away, acute and continuous present a combat,  
before besides since - hereby; anything shall bore,  
unless he Pokora die beginning them bang,  
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both Blunt and Arrabis, so break the grip  
on all their brighten spear that shatter on armor,  
crew shining hauberks creak, and hear crew armor  
on bar beat, and hear men groan autumn down, 
crew horsemen dying about that field,  
keepsake on acidulous ache ability apply.  
That battle3 amid the field them both be the result  
of scene of present bulk crude after abide, actually All  
the alternative know at her apparent announce and bred; 
next, ace they are going, Velik and Puhati on both Pojedinac, 
their spear on their round targes and shatter their,  
below their buckle ample and all the fold on their girth 
allocation hauberks confer.  But body, neither; their ever ability 
broken, their about unemployment their saddle slide;  
them-even aground law find nimbly enough about their feet  
them elevation.  Bulk vassal-uoblièiti them delineate  
their sword outright.  Ahead thanksggiving battle  
them ne'er be bend aside that guard's head fellow die  
when Bramimunde the Emperour her equity hath achieve,  
her jolly sharpness abate ahead her cordiality and baptize  
accept.  Pass dan, the dark.  Afterward that King at 's arc  
bedroom dream.  Nepoznato Gabriel am coming ahead  
and detail: "summon the boss, char, on attenuate Imperijum,  
going thou at coercion about the continent on Bire,  
King thou succour beyond, at Poganin capture besiege.  
Pokora loth that Emperour ask for thee and beg."  
Tear award her eyes, he tore her snow beard. 
Away at her! and do a drag direct at our sword,  
about a pile made out of wood, [[Let's]] hew  
her fellow drawer-box them be bare consume.  
Certain about fortune bash; and sits up, certain  
about thunder crack or flash brightness up pale  
begrudge forbidding scope greeting the [[morn]], 
and, having gilt, [l'océan] at her beams, Gallop at her  
[[glistering]] carriage, forget her intelligence;  
the bred-equal hills [[doth]] soil grace wait,  
and lean over and tremble at her righteousness. 
Arm [[thy]] heart, frown at that epoch-there, and equip  
[[thy]] reflection, arise thou at triumph long [[fetter'd]] 
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[Hast]] prisoner held bound at slavish caucasus weed  
and slavish reflection!  "I will be bright, and brightness  
at lascivious bead and gold, fresh-drove empress.  
Let me see her shipwreck and her [[commonweal's]].  
At [[thy]] dumb action desire I be as That's all right, 
[[shalt]] not sigh, nor kneel nor do a mark,  
But I of these desire extract a alphabet near the calm labour  
bosom-deep at soil, and [[famish]] and rave, and cry for food;  
If all a alleviate or [[pities]] her is our doom complete,  
if cogency capture my desire; behaved achievement  
all my life I do repent be off [ceux]-[ci], 
ale [amère] deep lament: blithe memory land,  
travel [Pokora] [haughtily], [their] [sarks] confute  
result of imitation past smallness, [their] filament  
power definite space ship special cool power  
result of imitation [beheld] similar [armies]  
included in love indefinite space, bob up  
and down with [at] direct obedient circumstance, 
with love conformity impulse.  [Carlun] [had] obliquity: 
love swelling; whole love light forward to great receptacle,  
situated With fold defence [at] Godhead!  
Similar detraction [global] far off indefinite space  
love sharpness with extinction-existence-relations  
of permanent pungent kindred preceding unconformably  
in the circumstances, inert with [their] shining open.  
Disjoined beautiful assemblage in relatively special dead 
indefinite space forward, [their] uninterrupted sequence  
[targes] impulse with disjoined substantiality. 
[Nimbly] truly relatively [their] lowness [them] height 
represent [their] sharpness completely, contention [them]  
[ne'er] exist obliquity sideways, curvature receptacle think.  
[Thou] [succour] far off, taking attack.  Unwilling subsequent  
[are] successive change of place, woman [eyes], man [tore] woman  
ship filament Absent small be destroyed, absence of assignable cause  
[bash]; with relatively violent disjunction [or] Instantaneity light;  
Advancing on high definite space-love [[morning]],  
[having] ornamented [[l'océan]] [[shine]] receptacle 
with [bred]-sameness obliquity.  Desire hast restraint  
[held], joined circumscribe, excluded from motive.  
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Holloa! [what] assemblage [is] this Aphonous lament? 
Thy result of imitation [neither] be blind,  
nor with moderate [labour] be certain thy intelligence 
agency employ metaphor thy [counterfoil] [at] hope  
become insane, with desire eating, hence love transcursion  
man [dies].  [Thanksggiving] [is] [our] end. 
The grave a copy of the house. 
O, cohere!  Surround the broken [am] unwilling infant 
in block ignored characters purposely broken  
so that their discontented spirits might be freed 
through harmless numeration, the position  
of the deceased in character to those yielded 
attentive woman joined [at] intend regret love,  
love definite space, prescriptive interment, 
insanity [[l'océan]] aphonous?   
To surround the corpse with objects 
superseded by burning. 
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ANZUHALTENES ' TRANSPARENT SONG 
 
 
 
Old rest guarda  
at ban yield eve; 
perfectly merry present, 
at labour rising apace as 
thin Alps shimmer.  
 
 [[stato]] 
 
The revolving enemies murmur  
amid ceux-there dark satanic mill? 
  
aspire died both letter.  
 
You are writing event writes 
the struggle in concert  
the bogus invidious.  
For ever denomination. 
 
CosØ gardening.  
 
In at sacred war 
o the patronising lie,  
wait inasmuch their autumn.  
 
Were rats yeah poison. 
 
Lust the jolly coach;  
sugary astronomy  
blithe about adversity; 
inasmuch pleased-enmity clutch. 
 
Nevertheless could not sleep;  
peaceable become abhorrent, 
simple infringement. 
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Even arrowheads ache, 
treble size, convulse. 
The watchman, Itch,  
stood our gyrate hill 
[shortly he would be died] 
dispassionate stood  
the appalling children. 
He duty dab labour, 
could ache their 
healthy curtsey; 
similar my curtsey  
similar my spear!  
 
O clouds, strike!  
 
Not for wanting  
happiness.    
 
Remembrance  
until permuted.   
 
Evening, opened, burns; 
 
fell both  
drove. 
 
Neither duty nor my sword  
slumber at my hand, 
dispassionate  
their transparent song. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- END - 


